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ABSTRACT

In

an effort

Institute

system

As

of

to

assure and move

Technology has begun implementing an environmental management
through the RIT

(EMS)

part of

auditing

this

to

design

and

This thesis

sizes, and

those to

auditing

closely

mirror

those

entities.

and universities

however,
the

it is

elements

is

offered

universities,

evaluates

varying

programs at one

comparison, an

ISO

audit

for RIT.

being implemented in the university setting

recommended

by industrially focused

At this point, these

elements are

too early in the process to

setting.

auditing

evaluation and

recommendation

industrially focused

the university

From this

manage their environmental

still

The thesis

regulated community.

audit

implementation

programs at seven colleges and universities of

design strategy

industrial

of

standard environmental audit program

university.

It was found that the

internal

practices at other colleges and

environmental management system

14001 -registered

program

evaluates current environmental

implementation

and

design in the industrial

compliance

implementing a comprehensive

evaluate environmental compliance and management

system performance.

and compares

Strategic Environmental Management Initiative.

initiative, RIT is considering

program

program

beyond regulatory compliance, Rochester

design

As these

and

effectively

issues

evaluate

mature,

sources

for

helping colleges

and ensure

compliance,

the long-term

implementation

programs

literature

elements

effectiveness

being applied in

colleges and universities

may

uncover

better

ways

to

organize and manage

typically recommended

for industry.

designing and implementing
mechanisms to

implementing
design
to

use

may

and

the

use

RIT,

their audit

as

programs

than what is

it undertakes the task

its internal auditing program,

should

of

find

keep up with what practices other colleges and universities are

to

make

their internal

auditing

programs effective.

As

new

implementation information becomes available, RIT may decide

recommendations made

in this thesis. In the meantime, however, RIT

these recommendations as a

program, and

can

later build

upon

starting

them to

point

reach

goals.

Key Words:
Internal Environmental

not

Auditing Program

EH&S Compliance Audit
EMS Audit
Environmental Audit Program Design

College/ University

EH&S Audit Program

College/ University

Environmental Management

VI

for its internal auditing

its

environmental performance

1.0

INTRODUCTION

"EPA

Making a

Clean

Through the Nation's

Sweep

Pollution Said to Be Common

Universities;

Campuses."

on

"Legal Developments Related to Environmental Compliance in
Higher

Education."

"EPA Cites Three Universities for Lax Oil Tank Care

are

only

a

few

of

newspapers, university

Agency (EPA)
college and

the

many

campus

similar

early in

campuses at

holding them to the same standard
companies are expected to achieve.

To

date,

EPA

the

top

EPA is

and penalties related

colleges and

and

potential

those that

appeared

the

of

year

2000. The EPA has

in

to

put

their list of enforcement priorities,

of environmental performance

colleges and universities all over

dollars in fines

Many

headlines that have

newsletters, and Environmental Protection

press releases since

university

Agency

Compliance."

Targeting Higher Education for

These

-

that industrial

taking their efforts very

the United States

have

seriously.

paid millions of

environmental compliance violations.

universities, both those that have already been fined

are

anticipating EPA

financial impacts

visits

to their campus,

of poor environmental

are

by the

realizing the

compliance, and are

taking a

proactive approach to

managing their

following the lead

universities are

of

environmental management systems

colleges and universities to

Background

1.1.1

EPA

Enforcement/University

implement

Universities

on

July 14, 1999,

made

high

the

EPA Region 3

following statement:

same

We

expect colleges and universities

universities assume

will not

that

3, is encouraging

is providing tools

and

many

have

models

the

educational

case.

for

don't apply to them

same manner as other

universities

broad

of

Common university

violations

hazardous wastes; boilers

and

industry.

EPA has found that

or

organizations".1

because inspections

compliance problems

threat to the environment, students, faculty, staff,

communities.

institutions to

environmental

environmental regulations

revealed

of

Atlantic) Director, Samantha

"EPA holds

not always

be dealt with in the

performed on campuses

disposal

(Mid-

to be role

EPA has turned their focus recently to

potential

and

environmental compliance standards expected of private

behavior. Unfortunately, this is

they

and

sound environmental

Background

the

that

EMSs,

instituting formal

entities and

to ensure

colleges and

to the Federal Relations Committee of the American Association

an address

Fairchild,

(EMS)

issues. Some

to assist them.

1.1

In

industrial

The EPA, particularly in Regions 1, 2

performance.

resources

environmental

and

include improper

furnaces that

are not

that pose a

nearby

handling and
in

compliance

with clean air regulations;

improper

operation of sewage

lead-based

paint and

Historically,
that

they

treatment

should

be held to the

industry. EPA

college and

college/ university

campuses

industrial entities, their

university

typically

and sometimes

uncertain.3

varying activities, have

poorly kept in
include:

officials to

not

believed

Colleges

numerous, complex,

deal

with.

Although

operate on a much smaller scale

and

diverse,

and

than

therefore their

are also much more

diverse,

universities, due to their size and

several environmental areas

that

are often overlooked

compliance with environmental regulations.

Some

of

chemistry laboratories;

and

veterinary

plants

from

art classes;

schools;

(transformers,

generators), incinerators and

Landfills;

Cold

have

making them difficult and

aspects/ issues

paints and varnishes

Medical

Power

abatement of

4-5

Biology and
Waste

regulations are

operations are much more

waste streams and environmental

Farm

improper

animal wastes and

storage

tanks;

same environmental compliance and

tailored to industrial operations,

typically

areas

and

responsible officials at colleges and universities

overwhelming for

and

facilities;

of underground storage

asbestos.2

performance standards as

and

inadequate monitoring

faculties;

pesticides;

boilers;

these

Underground

and aboveground oil and

Drinking water and
Lead-based
Vehicle

wastewater

paint and asbestos

maintenance or

Dry cleaning facilities;
Radioactive

campus

tanks;

facilities;

facilities;

training facilities;

and

to

proactively

manage

issues to improve their regulatory compliance,

money

1999 address, Fairchild

spent on

create a culture

for

planning,

environmental

doing,

fines

pointed out

environmental management system

cycle of

in

colleges and universities

prevention, and to save

July 14,

treatment

storage

waste.

EPA is encouraging
environmental

fuel

is

one

and penalties

responsibility.7

reviewing,

and

promote pollution

in the

that the institution

way that

their

future.6

of a

formal

colleges and universities can

An EMS involves

a continual

improving the processes and

actions

associated with an organization's responsible environmental management.

EMS is

not

only

checked and

has had

a one

time project, it is

improved

positive

upon.8

results;

an

EPA's

an

on-going

process

encouragement

August 2000 survey

of

In her

69

that is

An

continually

for EMS implementation

colleges and universities

the EPA Mid-Atlantic Region revealed that 36.2% of those surveyed had

established a

formal EMS

enforcement.9

on

their campus in light

of

EPA's increased

campus

in

1.1.2

Environmental Auditing

Audits

serves

key component of an environmental management system.

are a

two functions

evaluate

(e.g.,

the

of compliance with

audit results

Overall,

and other

regulations, internal policies) in

those

requirements.

in

an

continuous

internal

improvement and

audit program can

anticipate, and remediate issues before

minimizing

surprises.

Further,

compliance

issues

subsequently voluntarily

and

correcting them in
penalties and

a

order

to

Second, it provides

fines

(up

to

the EPA has encouraged

100%)

EMS

help an organization to

they become

problems, thus

disclosing them to EPA

an organization can

that

would

normally be

by the EPA during an

potentially
assessed

inspection.11

colleges and universities

audits, and to self-disclose

consistent

by identifying potential regulatory non

timely fashion,

violations were uncovered

1.1.3

its legal

to verify the implementation of the EMS at all levels. In this

performance.10

identify,

laws,

audit

provides an organization with a

operations and activities to

environmental

their level

a mechanism

function,

EMS. First, it

for comparing its

systematic tool

requirements

within an

An

and

reduce

if the

For this reason,

to conduct regular compliance

environmental problems

if

they

are found.12

RIT Background

Rochester Institute

of

proactive approach

coeducational,

Technology (RIT)

towards

privately

is among those

universities

environmental management.

endowed

RIT is

taking a

a

university located in Rochester, NY. Founded

in 1829, RIT currently

RIT's

campus covers

and activities

chemical

enrolls

1,300

include

14,600

acres and

a

and groundskeeping.

implementing

includes 51

biology and chemistry

storage, printing presses,

management,

undergraduate and graduate students.

on

become

As

to

ISO

of

2001, RIT began designing

an environmental management system

more

part of

the

14001, is intended
environmentally

to

help

exists at

in

the

responsible

RIT look beyond

May 2001

for

legal

and effectiveness of

showed

university15.

storage, etc.,

and other

random

basis

however,

no

an

auditing

requirements,

and

that currently, no formal

In the past, individual

colleges

auditing

program

to

verify

analysis

program

have been held

determining the compliance status of labs, studios, chemical

within

for

system,

compliance and

RIT's EMS. The EMS gap

their departments. The EHS Manager

with periodic summaries and updates of

regulations

management

responsible.

evaluate compliance status with

performed

and

through RITSEMI, the RIT

RITSEMI, RIT is considering implementing

the implementation

operations

management plant, wetlands

Strategic Environmental Management Initiative14. The
based

RITs

teaching laboratories,

research and

facilities
In April

buildings.13

use

in

potentially

determining compliance.

provided

the

colleges

applicable environmental

Inspections

were conducted on a

by both the individual colleges and by the EHS Manager;

consistent,

implemented. RIT has

centralized

inspection/ audit program has been

undergone one

evaluation, performed for the

formal

university

environmental compliance status

by outside legal counsel.

This

evaluation

the

identified

university.

university.

several corrective actions

Those

necessary to

corrective actions are still

ensure compliance at

being implemented

at

the

2.0

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

2.1

Rationale, Significance,

In

a

time

when

and

Need for this Work

EPA is enforcing

college and

stringent environmental standards

penalties, RIT is

through increased inspections,

joining other colleges and

universities

attitude towards environmental performance

A

environmental management system.

Because

and

implemented auditing

ensuring improved
of an

EMS is

challenge

auditing

regarding the design

programs at

processes

establish effective programs.

and

overcome

an

poses a

auditing program,

and universities

gather

design

and

colleges/ universities

management system

implementation information from

with environmental compliance

auditing

have

as

it

used

this challenge, the purpose of this

thesis is:

To

are

implementation

colleges/ universities. This

that other colleges

To

auditing

setting, there is little

to RIT in its quest to design and implement

is difficult to study the

a well

program.

or guidance available

of environmental

and

by implementing an

strategic environmental management and environmental

documentation

fines,

taking a proactive

implementation

fairly new concepts in the college/ university

to

in

critical element of

environmental performance and effective

designed

compliance with

university

programs

in

place.

other

and/ or

To

gather

information

about audit program

design

and

implementation in

industry.
To

compare the audit program elements of each

other

colleges/ universities,

elements available

To

evaluate each

needs of

To

internal

RIT's auditing

to standard recommended

and

in literature

college/ university to

related

to industrial audit

audit program element

in terms

audit program

program

of

its

design.

"fit"

to the

program.

"best-fit"

recommended a

strategy to RIT for

designing and

implementing an auditing program.

2.2

Theoretical Framework

The

work

primarily

done for this thesis is essentially pragmatic, meaning that the
aimed at

or established

theory.

effective

design

auditing

programs.

documented

obtaining

and

practical

Currently,

there

implementation
The

outcome of

recommendation

results,

of

are no

and not at

proving any

is

proposed

known theories regarding

college/ university

this thesis is

for RIT to

work

provide

environmental

a well-researched and

the most effective

designing and implementing its auditing program.

strategy for

2.3

Interesting Aspects and Elements
To facilitate the design

of a comprehensive

explores and evaluates several program

any

2.3.2

auditing strategy for RIT,

planning

elements that are essential to

audit program design.16

Program Organization

In

order

to be effective,

an

auditing

a pool of auditors

include

an

group to

to perform the actual audits. The

individual to

act as

be clearly

program needs to

general, the program must have an oversight

the Audit Program

manage

oversight

Manager,

organized.

should

group

members of

top

can come

from

group,

various

sources; auditors could be members of the

selected

independent

In

the program, and

management, and legal department representatives. The auditors

individuals

2.3.2

this thesis

oversight

from the colleges/ departments to be audited,

or

external,

auditors.

Legal Issues

When

designing an internal audit program, several legal issues must be

considered.

available

when

There

are

legal privileges,

to protect audit findings

reporting

privileges.

audit results

If legal

in

and

order

privileges are to

such as

reports,

the

attorney-client

however,

privilege,

care must

be taken

to protect the information under these

be invoked for

10

an

internal

audit

program,

the organization's legal

program

2.3.3

design

Program Scope

The

and

which

the internal

colleges,

audit program must

divisions, departments,

be included in the

determination,

decision

a

management system

must

be

program.

made as

Also

be

established

and/ or
part of

Next,

audit

to be audited

audit

the

by

RIT facilities

scope

to the scope of regulations,

frequency

and

other

the

requirements, and other standards that

program.

number of entities

quickly

in the

on

Coverage

and services will

basis for the

be involved early

process.

overall scope of

considering

representation must

must

goals of

will

be

used as

be determined based

the auditing

the oversight group would like to get through a

program

on

the

the

(i.e., how

complete audit of

the

university).

2.3.4

Auditor Selection

Determinations

duration

ensure

audit

of

and

Training

must

be

individual

made

audits.

for the

appropriate number of auditors and

Auditor

selection criteria must

that the program auditors have the

the areas mat

they

are assigned.

correct

be

established to

knowledge base to adequately

Audit teams

must

be carefully

assembled

to ensure the correct mix of audit process, regulatory, management systems, and

facility-specific knowledge. An

auditor

training
11

program

may be included in

the internal audit

a consistent

2.3.5

program

to ensure that auditors are

carrying

out

their tasks in

format.

Management Issues

Top management must clearly communicate their expectations to the Audit
Program Manager

reporting
not

2.3.6

and

the oversight group. Protocols must be established for

audit results and

the compliance

using those

results

to

accurately

and management systems are

Processes for

corrective actions must also

correction of

deficiencies identified

be

put

measure whether or

performing

in

place

to

successfully.

ensure prompt

during audits.

Supporting Tools

Several tools

program.

are

necessary in

Pre-audit

and

requirements

and/ or

to

provide

commercially,

In

to

ensure

the

success of an

questionnaires and compliance

both publicly

during the audit.

order

tool for

widely

available

assuring that all legal

management system elements are assessed

addition

regulatory

are an essential

checklists,

auditing

consistently

to these tools, there must be a mechanism in place

updates

to auditors, colleges,

that all individuals involved in the

regulatory information. Lastly,

audit program

divisions,

have the

audit procedures must

12

be

etc.

to make sure

most recent

provided to all

those

involved in the

program so

that audits are conducted and

reports are written

and managed consistently.

2.4

Limitations & Delimitations of the Work

2.4.1

Limitations

In

a

time

when

many

universities are

management programs

are

setting
factor

limit the

willingness of

expected

this thesis began

proved

university

to be

place.

took several rounds

To

months

to

research

ease

leads

provided

In addition, the

connect with appropriate

of

In

most

cases, college and

their audit program

telephone interviews

was

scheduling interviews

by those individuals interviewed.

13

difficult

and

before the interview actually took

research phase was extended

time for

individuals

holidays. As expected, these two

contribute

of communication

allow additional

the research that this

audit programs.

winter

very willing to

the process, the

outset of

in the university

during the months of December and January.

due to the

information, however, scheduling
often

the

limiting to the thesis research.

personnel were

bring their environmental

those individuals to take the time to

that it would be difficult to

at colleges and universities

issues

expected at

information regarding their internal

research phase of

to

environmental professionals

extremely busy. It was

would

provide

It was

up to par,

struggling

by one and

and

a

half

following up on

One

other expected

limitation

of similar size and structure

with comprehensive

limited. This

that it would be difficult to find

to RIT to evaluate, since the

auditing

expected

was

in

programs

limitation

management systems and comprehensive

colleges and

universities, it was

taken steps to implement

It was decided that the

subjects.

would

them, thus

be noted, but that

2.4.2

fairly new

to

many colleges/ universities had

limiting the pool of potential research

schools with

their

not

fairly

environmental

programs are

size and structure of

environmental management system

regardless of whether

true. Since formal

auditing

found that

number of universities

(or in the design phase) is

place

also proved

universities

any form

in

evaluated

of audit program or

place would

size and structure

the schools

be

closely

considered

matched

for the thesis,

that

of

RIT.

Delimitations

There is

one

delimitation to the

scope of

evaluation of audit program elements

elements

that

program,

and

are essential

does

performance of an

to

the

carried out.

on-site and

audit.

Once

visit

at

those

audit program

activities,

during the actual

an audit program

to be

This includes logistical

post-

looks specifically

activities used

implemented, further decisions need
be

done for this thesis. First, the

designing and implementing an internal audit

not evaluate

internal

the work

made as

to how

considerations

such as

has been designed

audits will

will

14

be

actually

regarding how pre-visit,

interviews, opening

meetings, and inspections and sampling,

and

and

carried out.

closing

These decisions

will

be

made

depending on the preferred style/ structure of the Audit Program

Manager and/ or lead

2.5

auditors.

Definition of Terms

Below

are

the definitions

Auditee: The

Client: The

of

key

terms

organization

organization

used

being

in this thesis.

audited.17

commissioning the

audit.18

Environmental Management System (EMS): An

management system

organization's

regulations,

An EMS is

one-time

(EMS)

is

a

"environmental

and

framework for understanding

complying

a continual cycle of

jargon for

planning,

a

policy

doing,

statement.

review

Rather,

the

strategies.

compliance,

an

improving the

organization's responsible

periodic,

environmental audit

and objective review of

15

is

a

a

EMS invokes

management.19

Environmental Audit: An

documented,

to

reviewing, and

processes and actions associated with

environmental

with environmental

implementing proactive pollution prevention

or

an

footprint,"

not a checklist completed once a year

project,

environmental

systematic,

facility operations and

practices related to

environmental requirements

meeting

compliance and management system).

adequate systems are

1st

Party Audit:

with

2nd

the

Internal

audited

Party Audit

competently

party

audit

Auditor is

3rd

(e.g.,

are used

to

ensure

that

applied. 20

(auditor is

directly related

to or involved

/activity).21

not

party/ activity, however has
party/ activity

Audits

(both

directly involved with audited

some stake

customer audit of a

in

or

relationship to the

audited

supplier).22

Party Audit: Audit by another party independent of the party/ activity

being

audited.23
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2.6

Summary

In

an effort

to

assure and move

beyond regulatory compliance, RIT has begun

implementing an EMS through the RIT Strategic Environmental Management
Initiative. As

part of

comprehensive

this

auditing

initiative, RIT is considering implementing a

program

to evaluate

management system performance.

internal

audit program

and universities

program

design

in the U.S.

implementation

From tins

evaluation and

recommendation

is

and

This thesis

those to

practices at other colleges

standard environmental audit

design in the industrial

comparison,

offered

evaluates current environmental

implementation

and compares

and

environmental compliance and

regulated community.

an audit program

for RIT.

17

design strategy

3.0

LITERATURE AND OTHER RESOURCE REVIEW

Although literature

and

field

colleges and universities are

environmental

auditing

experience

have been the

available to

auditing literature focuses

most common

focus

strategy for RIT, information

was gleaned

human resources, to determine
setting.

document those

on

efforts.

industrial entities,

as

Most

they

of environmental regulation and strategic

initiatives. In

college/ university

increasing number of

programs and environmental management systems on

environmental management

and

an

beginning to implement comprehensive

their campuses, there is little literature
current environmental

indicate that

what

order

from

to

several

strategy

Resources that

recommend an

auditing

sources, both literature

would work

were evaluated or

best in

a

incorporated into

this thesis are discussed below.

3.1

College/University Enforcement &

There is

an abundance of

enforcement

available

focus

literature

Compliance Assistance

available

discussing EPA's recent

on colleges and universities.

through electronic media via the

Most

Internet,

of

and

the literature is

the EPA has published

this literature themselves. In particular, EPA Regions 1 (New

the majority

of

England), 2

and

3

(Mid-

Atlantic)

have developed

websites

provide colleges and universities with enforcement

websites, colleges/ universities and the

specifically to

information. From these

public can access press releases and

18

presentations

general

regarding

information pertaining to

EPA

enforcement actions, and more specific

enforcement actions taken at

individual

colleges and

universities.

In

addition to

supplying

enforcement

provide compliance assistance

identifying and remediating
(EPA New

on

site

information to

lists regulatory

violated.

EPA

by Code

program,

The Region 2

of

compliance resources

also

for

commonly

violated

(CFR)

sites provide

citation, that are most often

links to both EPA

and

non-

colleges and universities, such as

college/ university

environmental

training tools,

EPA policy

and

3

including a list of the specific requirements in

Region 3

for

and

issues. The Region 1

programs that are

Federal Regulations

and

2

colleges and universities

potential non-compliance

college/ university campuses,

each

3.2

England)

information, Regions 1,

networking organizations, EPA hotlines

and

and guidance.

College/University Networking/Informational Organizations

The EPA is

not

environmental

the

information

organizations with

achieve

only entity providing college/ university-specific

improved

-

there are

the common

several

mission of

higher

helping colleges and

environmental performance.

Four

evaluated, and are summarized in the table below.

19

education

networking
universities

such organizations were

Table 3-1

-

College/University Networking Organizations

Organization

Internet Address

Description

Name
Campus

A group

esf.uvm.edu/c2e2

20

of

colleges and

Consortium for

universities nationwide

Environmental

interested in

Excellence

ways of

(C2E2)

developing new

managing

regulating the
impacts

and

environmental

laboratories. It

of

forum for

serves as a

professional

networking

on

safety issues
for developing joint

environmental

and

projects such as

XL Project

and

A division

www.cshema.org

EMS

tools.

assessment

Campus Safety,

the EPA Lab

of

the National

Health &

Safety Council dedicated

Environmental

assisting its membership in

Management

advancing safety, health

Association

environmental

(CSHEMA)

institutions

of

to

and

quality in

higher

education.
CSHEMA'

s mission

is to

become the definitive
best

on

practices

for

resource

reliable

and effective environmental

health

and

safety for colleges,

universities, and other
educational

institutions. Some

of

the organization's goals are

to

promote

networking

exchange of

and

ideas among EHS

professionals at academic

institutions,

and

to participate

in the development
implementation

of

and

EHS

legislation affecting higher
education institutions.
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Table 3-1

-

Continued

Organization

Internet Address

Description

Name
National Wildlife

www.nwf.org/campusecology

Federation
-

Campus

(NWF)
Ecology

Founded in 1989, Campus

Ecology has become a leading
conservation program

higher

is

helping to

transform the
campuses
of an

The

education.

program

nation's college

into

Uving models
sustainable

ecologically

society; train

a new generation

leaders;

of environmental

and

strong future for

ensure a

America's

environmental

Each

movement.

than 100
the

in

year more

campuses enroll with

to take

organization

advantage of resources and

technical

Institute for

www.umr.edu/ ~instee/

assistance.

The Institute

Environmental

promote

Excellence

innovative

(University
Missouri

-

Rolla

environment,
an

of

support research

to the

efforts related

(UMR))

to

environmental

curricula, to

of

strives

the development

and

increasingly

to

serve as

valued

national resource

for

environmental management

issues. The Institute

provides

technical resources to
regional

industries,

and other academic

institutions

on

EMS

implementation

strategies and

other specialized

21

UMR,

communities,

training.

UMR's Institute for Environmental Excellence

Environmental Excellence
universities

that

UMR's Institute

are

(C2E2)

are

both

Workshop topics include "Planning
Overview,"

and

&

for

development

"Identifying Aspects &

guidance on an

Environmental Excellence is

comprehensive

colleges and

the country covering

Managing Your

provides other colleges and universities with

universities with

for

implementing formal environmental management systems.

offers periodic workshops around

implementation

Campus Consortium for

valuable resources

academic environmental management system

Compliance

and the

and

EMS,"

implementation.

"Regulatory

Impacts."

UMR

EMS development

&

also

and

individual basis. The Campus Consortium for

strongly focused

also

EMS development

and

on

helping colleges and

implementation. C2E2 has developed

a

Environmental Management System Self-Assessment Checklist
This

colleges and universities.

assessment

tool

will

be discussed in further

detail in Section 3.3 below.

The two remaining organizations, CSHEMA
some useful

information for

and management system

titled "State

of

NWF

colleges and universities

auditing

organization surveyed over

and

1,100

programs.

-

Campus Ecology,

implementing compliance

The NWF

-

Campus

colleges and universities

report provided

and

Sustainability

in Higher

benchmarking information for several

college/ university campuses,

Ecology

to compile a report

the Campus Environment A National Report Card

Environmental Performance

offer

on

Education."

This

environmental aspects on

including environmental management systems.
22

CSHEMA hosts

university
safety
final

and

a

brainstorrning session every

representatives to

report

from the

information for

session

Both

is

also posted

for

these organizations provided
potentially

of

colleges and universities

heavily as a resource for this thesis.

Auditing Tools

available

meet

"College

Implementation

the

regarding auditing tools

and

to a guide

an

This

guide

audit

includes

frequency,

In addition, the EPA

EMS

assessment

Environmental Excellence
Management System

provided

University Environmental

Guide."24

manage audit results.

tool

(C2E2).25

a guide

system

to EMS audits,

websites

which

team members, and

direct colleges

and

by the Campus Consortium for

The tool, titled "Environmental

Self- Assessment

scoring

website

by EPA New England

select audit

created

The EPA

tailored

Management Systems

Checklist,"

walks

comprehensive assessment of each element of an

also provides a

and methodologies

needs of colleges and universities.

how to determine

to

useful

they do not provide any specific auditing guidance, they

colleges and universities

universities

The

& Methodologies

Some literature is

specifically to

and

implementing internal auditing

were not used

outlines

college and

public review on the

since

entitled

for

discuss emerging issues in health

programs, but

directs

years

bring them to the attention of the entire CSHEMA membership.

organization's website.

3.3

identify and

two

for evaluating the

23

the

user

through

a

ISO 14001-based EMS. The tool

overall

EMS,

and guidance

for

evaluating
score.

what

The

checklist

Initiative's

Checklist,
to more

In

improvements

and was tailored

use

like industrial facilities,

standards as

these

literature

above

for

campuses.

therefore held to the same

campuses.

There is

industrially focused tools and

topics

have been

chosen as a

elements27-

literature

facilities

a great

M;

auditor selection

were compared

representatives

in

order

RIT.

24

to

,

deal

be

of

A

basis for this thesis.

training

The

can

methodologies.

such as overall audit program

colleges and universities, and

university

the

pollution, and discharge

and audit procedures and activities30-

industrially focused

college and

and are

university

tools that are focused on industrial

sources

chosen covers

essential audit program

certification29;

and

to college and university

selection of these

air

3.1, EPA discusses

industrial facilities. Due to these similarities, existing

literature

available on

The literature

and college and

chemicals, generate wastes, emit

applied

discussed

the resulting

needs of colleges and universities.

between industrial faculties

audit program

literature

on

the Global Environmental Management

the enforcement literature discussed in Section

wastewater much

regulatory

to the EMS based

by a group of college and university representatives

appropriately fit the

Campuses

made

-Assessment

similarities

this

on

be

(GEMI) Environmental Management System Self

much of

equally

is based

can

management26;

and

recommendations

from

to the recommendations

to information gathered

from

develop a recommendation for

In

addition

to the

industrially focused literature sources,

standards were used as reference

material.31

These

the ISO 14000

standards were chosen

because RIT's Environmental Management System is based
ISO 14000

standards provide general principles

compliance and management

systems) (ISO 14010),

environmental management systems

environmental auditors

3.4

for

(ISO 14011),

series of

on

ISO 14001. The

environmental

procedures

auditing (both

for auditing

and qualification criteria

for

(ISO 14012).

Human Resources

The literature discussed in Sections 3.1

from

which

to build a

recommendation

also required additional

and universities are

environmental

EH&S

lists the title

of

"real

3.3

above provided a

for RIT. However, the

starting

point

recommendation

world"

actually using

auditing

contact with

and

programs.

information

about what processes colleges

designing and implementing

when

Gathering this information required

staff at various colleges and universities.

the individual interviewed

universities evaluated.

25

at each of

The

direct

following table

the eight colleges and

Table 3-2

-

Titles of College

and

University Contacts
Title

College/University
Massachusetts Institute

Audit Manager

of

Technology (MIT)
Boston College
Harvard

Safety Officer
Director, Environmental Health & Safety

Environmental Health

University

and

Department

Trinity College
University of Rochester

Environmental Health

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Safety Manager
Laboratory Technician University Risk
Management and Environmental Safety
Director of Environmental Health and Safety

Syracuse

Director, Environmental Health Office

University
University of Missouri

-

and
-

Rolla

Environmental Management System

Coordinator

In

addition

to

contacting

college and

university representatives, the

author

corresponded with several professional and educational contacts with

auditing field. These individuals
research experience

in the

graduate students at

Management, Inc.
the literature

RIT;

co-workers

a

identify colleges and

contacts

and

software programs.

Cahill, the

former

These

author of one of

co-workers at

EH&S auditing

Dakota

and

resources were used

internal auditing

university networking

included fellow

Environmental Resources

at

commercial supplier of

universities with

identify college and

The

Lawrence

for this thesis32);

local

tracking

some work experience or educational

(consultants)

(ERM) (including Mr.

Software Corporation,

to

had

academic setting.

sources used

corrective action

each

the EH&S

programs

organizations.

to

in place,

Some

of

help

and

these

"effective"

individuals

design

setting.

were also consulted

elements and practices

None

of the

regarding

what

they

for internal auditing

individuals

consulted

26

perceived as

programs

in

an academic

had any college/ university

specific

design

recommendations

resources

to add to the recommendations found in the literature

for industrial internal auditing

program

27

design.

4.0

METHODOLOGIES

Three different

scope of

methodologies were used to

this thesis. The three methodologies

design

evaluation,

and

college and

university

and

evaluated,

rationale

and

demonstration

-

-

case

use

the tasks

studies,

allowed

into

a

best-fit internal

for RIT. A detailed description

for their

out

is

given

outlined

about current

be gathered,

audit program

of each

in the

comparative

information

environmental audit programs to

and molded

recommendation

4.1

carry

compared

design

and

methodology

the

below.

Case Studies

Case

studies observe and record

and environmental

conditions,

communities,

or patterns

in

businesses,
relation

effective method

entities and

study

or

the

background, development, current

interactions

institutions,

and analyze

to internal and external

for gathering large

this thesis, EHS

environmental and

EMS

individuals,

the information

influences.33

amounts of

presenting the information in

portion of

of one or more

Case

for

various

For the

staff at colleges and universities with

audit practices

in

28

place were

stages

studies are an

information from

an organized manner.

groups,

interviewed.

case

existing

4.2.2

Sample Selection

Colleges

and universities

to be studied were chosen based on several

factors,

including:
Geographical location,

and

therefore, EPA Region;

Evidence

of environmental performance

negative;

and

Evidence

of efforts

to implement EHS

history

auditing

-

both

positive and

programs

and/ or

environmental management systems.

Originally, it was proposed
structure

to RIT would be

progressed, it

implement

any form
be

research subjects.

programs or

3

research phase

formal

considered

are

steps

be

noted

to

environmental

in the

case studies,

It

but that

of audit program or environmental management system

available on

and

size and

As the

for the

case

studies,

regardless of whether

their

that of RIT.

the Internet was the primary

mechanism used

identify colleges/ universities meeting the criteria outlined
Regions 1, 2

in

limiting the pool of potential research subjects.

and structure would

size and structure matched

Information

auditing

systems, hence

place would

the

similar

found that not many colleges/ universities had taken

decided that size

schools with

in

chosen as

comprehensive

management

was

was

that colleges/ universities

taking the lead

with

29

above.

to

Because EPA

their college/ university

inspection

and enforcement

resides

within

other

these three

documents

schools were

in

to

programs

who

in

some

recent

place.

schools were

featured

on

In

other

cases,

enforcement actions taken against

This included discussions

researched

co-workers at

addition

to information found on

that are

with

college/ university

ERM;

a

former

graduate students

environmental management

education

proactive steps

to

only those

all of

and

the information

websites

for

extent of

information

the potential schools were

these

of

EHS

systems, the individual

reviewed.

websites varied greatly.

30

colleges and

towards the implementation

programs or environmental management

on

institutions;

of potential colleges and universities was compiled.

auditing

each of

fellow

academic advisor with extensive

higher

of research subjects

taking

in

internal auditing

Dakota Software Corporation. From

down the list

universities

that were

their part in voluntary

EPA

experience and experience with

narrow

of

cases, the

press releases, and

universities

potential colleges and universities with

gathered, a preliminary list

To

In

agency inspection. In

activities; fellow consultants at

former

3 websites,

author's professional and educational contacts were consulted

had previously

auditing

and

compliance pilot programs or similar activities.

result of an

identify

heavily on colleges/ universities

identify colleges and

light because

a positive

highlighted due to

Internet, the

order

to

local to RIT (which

regions are

focused

EPA Region 1, 2

by these regional offices.

websites

them as the

regions.

because these

research

were reviewed

college/ university

the

and

in EPA Region 2), the

highlighted
these

initiatives,

The availability

Colleges

and

and universities

with

the

following types of information on their websites were chosen as

potential research subjects:

Identification

of an environmental compliance

auditing department,

office/ department,

office/ department with

or another

an

a similar

function.
Direct

mention of an

program,

Direct

of

or publication of

manuals or other

most of

reviewed

to determine the

the schools, the Director of the

identified

an

chosen as

the initial

identified

a specific

identified, their

appropriate

individual to

Environmental, Health &

point of contact.

Environmental Compliance Office

office was contacted rather

identified

as

for this thesis.

potential colleges and universities were

Department was

school

indicating the ongoing development of new

seventeen colleges and universities were

potential research subjects

further

or publication

programs or environmental management systems.

Using this process,

were

system,

etc.

documentation.

releases or other articles

auditing

Once these

audit/ inspection manuals, procedures,

mention of an environmental management

EMS

Press

environmental, health & safety audit/ inspection

than the Director

individual

with

31

of

-

One

websites

contact.

Safety

school's website

in this case, the Director

the EHS

the title

of

Department.34

EMS

For

of

that

Another

Coordinator; this

individual

auditing

Initial

was contacted

for information specifically regarding the internal EMS

program.35

contact was made

explained

to these individuals

the objectives of the

thesis,

research, and described the types

them if

a

they chose

to participate. If

follow up telephone

the research,

Overall,

of

response and participation

varied as

requested

their

information that

no response

Once

call was made.

telephone interview

a

by electronic mail.

an

The initial

participation

would

be

note

in the

requested

from

to the initial note was received,

individual

agreed

to

participate

in

was scheduled.

from the

seventeen

individuals

contacted

follows:

Six

of

the individuals

voicemail message

Two

of

of

to

requests

did

agreed

the

to the initial note

to participate, but subsequently

for scheduling

the individuals contacted

available at

not respond

or

to a

during the follow up telephone call.

left

the individuals

responded

One

contacted

scheduled

time

a

telephone interview.

scheduled an

and

did

never

interview, but was

not respond

not

to a follow up note

or

voicemail message.

Eight

of

the individuals

contacted agreed

telephone interview.

32

to participate, and took part in a

4.2.2

Data Gathering/Management

Research data
which

from the

was gathered

typically lasted thirty

to

participants

forty-five

minutes.

during telephone interviews,
A

questionnaire was used

during each interview to ensure that the topics discussed were consistent during
each

interview (see Appendix

A, College/ University Audit Program

Questionnaire). The interview
information

on

questions were aimed at

the design and development

audit program elements at each

of each of

gathering detailed

the

following internal

college/ university:

Program Organization;
Legal Issues;

Program Scope

and

Coverage;

Process Issues;
Auditor Selection

Management

and

Issues;

Training;

and

Supporting Tools.

After

completion of each

college/ university
to

interview,

was entered

other schools and

into

the information

a

to recommended

collected

from

each

Microsoft Word table for later

program elements

33

comparison

for industrial

entities.

4.2

Comparative Evaluation

After internal

audit program

information

university personnel, the information
methodology.

to determine

information

others and

This methodology

and explicate

was entered

the

was evaluated

using

studies two or more

likenesses

into tables,

each

from

a comparative

existing

and differences.36

university

college and

situations

Once

all of

in

order

the

was compared to each of

the

following questions were evaluated:

What are the
How has

their

was gathered

common

design

elements

each element contributed

among the

to the

ease of

colleges and universities?

managing the

audit

program?

What were the drivers for choosing these
enforcement

This

process narrowed

elements

Next,

down the

in the university

audit program

for the

most common and most effective

compared

to

each of

from individual

sources were put

into tables

industrially
similar

university data. The information from

the other sources

recommended program

design

setting.

literature

college and

(ISO 14000, EPA

etc.)?

recommended audit program elements

focused

used

programs,

program elements

design

available

elements

to

narrow

34

each source was

down the

for industry. Lastly,

to those

most

an overall

highly

comparison was made

the

Design

The

and

overall

effectively fit RIT's

needs.

Demonstration

methodology

used

in this thesis

etc.37

systems, programs, plans, curricula,

describing the design,
environmental

knowledge

of

development

auditing programs,

industrial internal

and

a

based

above

on

(case

The final

information

and evaluates new

implementation

strategy for RIT

audit program

gathered

demonstration

university

was constructed

design

The

of

and of

newly

construction of

using the two

available

this

methodologies

from

developing
strategy

described

studies and comparative evaluation).

outcome of

recommendation

each of

describes,

and

Since there is little literature

programs at other colleges and universities.

was

the design

was

This methodology constructs,

methodology.

for

collected and

industrially focused literature to determine an audit program strategy that

would most

4.3

between the college/
university information

the

the thesis is

an

internal

for RIT. Specifically, the

audit program

design strategy

recommendation addresses strategies

following internal audit program aspects:

Breaking RIT's campus into manageable

"units"

for auditing

purposes.

Determining audit frequency.

Selecting audit team members.
Determining the appropriateness of 1st, 2nd,
35

and 3rd

party

audits.

Selecting audit protocols and
Managing audit findings and
Implementing corrective
up

on audit

other

auditing

tools.

reports.

action processes and procedures

findings.
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for

following

5.0

RESULTS

5.1

Overview of Colleges/Universities Interviewed

As discussed in Section 4.0

interviewed for this thesis. An

universities were

location,

5. 2 2
.

(Methodologies), individuals

at eight colleges and

overview of each school's

size, operations and environmental activities is presented below.

Massachusetts Institu te of Technology

Massachusetts Institute

of

(MIT)

Technology (MIT)

is located

on

153.8

along the Charles River in Cambridge, Massachusetts. MIT
separate colleges

research

5,800

and/ or

housing approximately 30

academic

graduate students were enrolled at

MIT

consists of six

departments

teaching laboratories. Approximately

land

acres of

4,250

and

2,200

undergraduate and

during the 2000-2001

academic

year.38

In

May of 1998,

EPA

campus and cited

waste

performed an environmental

the institution for

laws, the Clean Air Act,

against

MIT

was settled when

and

regulatory inspection

eighteen violations of

the Clean Water

the institution

of supplemental environmental projects and

addition, because the EPA felt that MIT's

37

agreed

Act.39

to

to pay a

MIT's

federal hazardous
The

fund

civil

of

enforcement case

more

penalty

violations stemmed

than

of

from

a

$400,000

$150,000. In

decentralized responsibility structure, lack
compliance, deficiencies in

environmental

training programs,

compliance, the settlement

As

environmental management system.

has taken

great strides to

design

lines for

of clear

lack

and

also required

a result of

is

research-oriented

MIT to implement

an effective environmental management

institution,

program.40

the environmental

management system and associated audit program

phase and so

has

not yet

been

Boston College (Chestnut Hill

The Chestnut Hill Campus

acres of

11

dedicated to

an

system,

Since MIT is

auditing

program

a

that

being designed focuses heavily on laboratory compliance and management.

The

5.2.2

of resources

the enforcement action, MIT

including a comprehensive environmental auditing
strongly

environmental

land

separate

six miles

8,900

are

still

in the design

fully implemented on MIT's campus.

Campus)

of

Boston College is

comprised of

98 buildings

from downtown Boston, Massachusetts. The

schools/ colleges offering

colleges, there

is

approximately 80

undergraduate and

4,600

over

50 fields

laboratory

of study.

spaces.

graduate students and

There
640

on

campus

116

hosts

Among these
are

approximately

faculty and staff on

campus each day.41

Currently,

Boston College is

its laboratories

Project XL

focusing heavily on environmental management in

as part of an agreement with

provides a

limited

the EPA

under

Project XL. EPA's

number of private and public regulated entities an

38

opportunity to
resulting in
through

develop their own pilot projects to provide regulatory flexibility

environmental protection superior

compliance with current and

regulations.42

Project XL

In September

replace

with a comprehensive

of

a

final

be

achieved

future

rule

announcing

a

three New England

existing

for hazardous

requirements

waste generators

Environmental Management Standard. The

Environmental Management Standard ("Lab

First,

anticipated

1999, the EPA issued
and

would

including Boston College.43 The agreement allows the

colleges/ universities,
to

reasonably

between the EPA

agreement

universities

of

to what

EMS")

has two

Laboratory

major components.

the standard includes Miriimurn Performance Criteria for the

management

laboratory wastes within laboratories and en route to on-site hazardous waste

accumulation areas.

Second,

Laboratory Environmental
procedures

that

criteria outlined

objectives of

each

the

universities

which

to

develop

documents

a

specific

laboratory will follow in order to meet the performance
Laboratory EMP helps incorporate

the

laboratory standards into the Project XL agreement,

OSHA's Chemical Hygiene Plan. The

Management Standard

university

requires

Management Plan (EMP),

in the Lab EMS. The

OSHA's

modeled after

the standard

EMP

and

to

it is

Laboratory Environmental

requires evaluations and audits

compliance with their

as

to be

performed

provide a mechanism

to assure

to

continually improve the Lab EMS.

In

addition

efforts

to the Project XL

to improve

other

Laboratory

regulatory

program, Boston College is also

areas on

39

their

campus.44

making

These regulatory

issues include

air permit

management,

and storage

compliance, PCB
tanks. Boston

environmental management system

for

regulatory

(inspections,

5.2.3

Harvard

implementing an

on

campus

based

Enviance Software. This

on an

program

tracks

requirements and creates a calendar of required actions

report

submittals, sampling, monitoring,

University is comprised

Massachusetts. The university is
three hundred and

etc.).

research and

of seven separate campuses

made

fifty buildings

Within these

campuses.

up

of

(eighteen

million square

buildings, Harvard

teaching laboratories.

in

Cambridge,

ten individual schools,

supports

Harvard currently

undergraduate and graduate students and employs

and

its

waste

University

Harvard

its

College is working

all areas of

environmental software program called

all

transformers, hazardous

feet)

housed in

scattered

among

approximately 1,000
18,000

enrolls over

approximately 14,000

faculty

staff.45

Currently,

there is no formal environmental management system in place at

Harvard University. The

primarily

to observe the

regulations.46

university's

requirements spelled out

The university has

requirements, that specify the

inspections

of

the

Environmental Affairs Office

created

required

in Federal

procedures,

frequency and

operations on each campus.

40

based

and

on

works

State

the

regulatory

scope of audits and

Harvard's regulatory

requirements

include

environmental programs such as

management, pest control, stormwater pollution

prevention and

spurred

5.2.4

environmental

waste

spill

prevention,

and wastewater

auditing

efforts were

by the joint EPA/ Massachusetts DEP letter sent to college and

university
and

control, air emissions, storage tanks,

Harvard University's

management.

and

hazardous

presidents

disclose any

in Massachusetts in

violations under

July 2001 inviting them

the EPA's Audit

to

self-audit

Policy.47

Trinity College

Trinity College, a private liberal arts college, is located
Hartford, Connecticut. The
four
The

academic

college

departments,

campus

2,000

includes seventy

students and

has 24 teaching/ research

There is currently

Trinity College.

no

formal

on a

100-acre

campus

buildings, housing

600 full-time

in

twenty-

faculty and staff.

laboratories.48

environmental management system

The Environmental Health &

in

place at

Safety Office has implemented

a

fairly comprehensive compliance auditing program, covering hazardous waste
management,

and

spill prevention and

community

management of

right-to-know,

PCB's,

control, air emissions,

wastewater

asbestos and

universities, the implementation

of

emergency planning

management, storage

lead. Like many

tanks,

and

other colleges and

Trinity College's auditing program was

41

driven

by the invitation of the EPA and state regulatory agencies in 2001 for

colleges and universities

5.2.5

to self-audit and

disclose

violations.49

University of Rochester

The

University of Rochester is a private university founded

Rochester,
six

New York. The

hundred

acres over

University is made up of six

five

campuses.

River

Campus,

within

university

of

approximately 1700
laboratories.

hazardous

The

of

its

Medicine & Dentistry, the

8,000

university's academic

faculty and

undergraduate

On its

staff.50

programs, and

University of Rochester has

Approximately 700 of these laboratories handle and/or generate

chemicals and waste. 51

made

up

of

two

a comprehensive

components: one component covers

and the other covers all other environmental programs,

waste management units, air permits, wastewater

For this thesis, the

manager of

interviewed, however,
available

covering

laboratory spaces used for research and as teaching

University of Rochester has implemented

program,

separate schools

in the

10,600 full-time

houses the majority

which

its School

employs

1850, located in

Currently, approximately

undergraduate and graduate students are enrolled

programs, and the

in

for

an

the

Laboratory Safety,

including hazardous

discharge,

and storage

Laboratory Safety Audit Program

the manager of the

interview. The

auditing

was

other audit component was not

laboratory auditing program portion
42

tanks.

of

the

overall

internal auditing

currently

no

University

5.2.6

formal

of

program

has been in

environmental management system

in

place at

the

(RPI)

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
River in Troy, New York. The

(RPI)

on

implemented in 2001

after

school

in the

along the Hudson

hosts approximately 7,300
campus

undergraduate

hosts

research and teaching.52

auditing

program

in

RPI's program, like many others,

the institute

received a

Policy program.

letter from the EPA

There is

is planning to transition into

near

acres

compliance.

NYSDEC outiining the Audit

program

260

a comprehensive environmental

regulatory

in place, but the

on

450 faculty. The RPI

approximately 600 laboratories for

Currently, RPI has

is located

campus

and graduate students and over

based

early 1999. There is

Rochester.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

that focuses

place since

place

was

and

no management system

a management system

future. The existing auditing

program

focuses

laboratory compliance, but includes other areas of environmental

strongly

on

concern,

such as storage

storage areas and

management of

tanks,

universal waste

recordkeeping,

CFCs, PCBs,

water

handling, hazardous

discharges,

pesticides and art

wastes.53

43

air

emissions,

department

waste

and

chemicals and

5.2.7

Syracuse

University

Syracuse

University

campus consists of

is located

teaching

200

170 buildings (20

acres of

and research

land in Syracuse New York. The

laboratories. Enrollment

over

800 full-time

faculty and

formal

there is

university

performs audits and

and state

management

no

activities,

the

campuses.

-

Rolla

12,500
The

-

in engineering

consisting, in total, of

university has

University

undergraduate

campus also employs

staff.54

inspections,

at

in

place.

the frequencies required

The

by

waste

laboratories.55

(UMR)

Rolla

(UMR)

is

one of

the four

The campus, encompassing 284

primary technological

education

almost

Syracuse

environmental management system

including

University of Missouri

Missouri

3,000

thirteen individual

regulations, of its storage tanks and hazardous

University of Missouri

The

at

graduate students.

over

Currently,

Federal

5.1.8

approximately 4,900

and

schools and colleges, the

during the 2001-2002 academic year included
students and

feet)

million square

In total, among its

schools and colleges.

160

on

campus of

acres

University of

in Rolla, Missouri, is

the state university system,

and related sciences.

ninety departments

44

and

UMR is

thirty

made

up

offering
of

three colleges

research centers and

institutes. The university
graduate students and

The

enrolls

approximately 4,500

has 1,200 full-time

University of Missouri

-

Rolla has

environmental performance with

registration

since

for its

May

EMS.57

internal EMS auditing
performance

of

2001,

made a

covering

the

in between the

tremendous

in

place

in

as part of

order

of an

its

all of

university has

The university,

program

staff. ^

faculty and

the implementation

environmental management system

In the last year

undergraduate and

effort

to improve its

ISO 14001 -certified

activities campus-wide.

received

its

formal ISO 14001

EMS, has

a

formal

to evaluate its EMS

semi-annual external audits performed

by

its ISO

14001 Registrar.

In

addition

to the EMS

auditing program, UMR has

environmental compliance

compliance

the

auditing

procedure

auditing

for

program

is

the

program

compliance

program.58

EMS auditing

auditing

auditing is

The focus

program

-

the

one of

of

the

in

place on

its

components of

auditing

were not evaluated.

45

The

campus.

the

audited as part of

evaluation of

compliance

a comprehensive

overall

the

EMS,

EMS

overall

UMR for this thesis

activities on

UMR's

and

was

the

campus

5.2

Comparison of Audit Program Design Elements

5.2.1

Preface

Environmental

audits

compliance audits and environmental management system

have two very different purposes.59 Environmental

implemented

within an organization

compliance with applicable

requirements and

is to find

liabilities. As
shift to

fix

and

order

to evaluate the

state, local

or

non-compliance

issues in

a compliance audit program

include the identification

order

improvements

an organization's system

purpose of an

EMS, it is
EMS

not

the

improvements that will lead the

is

is to

for achieving

management

and

maintaining

evaluating

identify non-conformances

organization

to higher levels

by the

of programs share some

46

purpose.

an

the EMS audit program. The

performance within all of the activities covered

Although the two types

best

very different

one component of

emphasis of

audit program

or

may

and assure continued compliance.

compliance with applicable regulations

organization's

the audit

to avoid fines and legal

environmental management system audit serves a

Although evaluating

objective of

matures, the program objectives

of process

recurring findings

organization's

industry regulatory

best management practices. The primary

practices to prevent

An

Federal,

in

compliance audits are

and process

of environmental

scope of

the EMS.

fundamental design elements,

because

of

the differences in overall purpose, the two types of audit

differences in design

require some

implementation in

and

By interviewing individuals at eight colleges and
most of

the

place and

schools evaluated

have

have

some mechanisms

order

universities, it

programs

to be

was

effective.

found that

some sort of compliance audit program

in

place

(root cause analysis,

in

corrective action

process, etc.) to manage their environmental issues. The overall purpose of most

of

the audit programs evaluated is

but to find

mechanisms,

to

non-compliance

audit

the

issues

eight schools

(the

University of Missouri

-

environmental management

Rolla

environmental management system

reoccurrence.

(UMR))
in

14001 -registered EMS auditing program, UMR has
compliance

auditing

of

they are

addressed

highlight the
Section 5.2.2

its

sub-sections

evaluated at

university.

the

discuss

the

that

sub-sections

evaluated at seven of

its

of

"formal"

a

In

place.

addition

ISO

to its ISO

a separate comprehensive

these two types

separately in the discussion

program elements

and

has

Only one of these

program.

the differences in the design

Because

then to use these

and

to analyze the findings and prevent

mechanisms

14001 -based

not

make each

discuss

to

interviewed. Section 5.2.3

environmental management

overlapping

order

type of program effective.

colleges and universities

and

below in

programs,

compliance audit program elements

University of Missouri-Rolla,

Similarities

of results

of audit

an

ISO-14001

elements

47

auditing

programs

registered

between the two types

of

and

programs are noted where appropriate.

Recommendations & Conclusions,
can

integrate the two

program so

5.2.2

In Section 6.0,

Discussion,

recommendations will

audit program

be

made as

to how RIT

types into one comprehensive
auditing

that resources and efforts

can

be

shared

between the

two.

Environmental Compliance Audits

5.2.2.1 Program Organization

According to industrial-focused literature,
organization to

implement

imperative that the

develop

top

program.60

an

improved

the

to "check

opportunity to

of management

to

emphasize

communicating the
that the

audit program

correct

on managers and operations

any

problems and move

is

not

rather

liabilities.

environmental compliance audit

appropriately.61

personnel;

positively towards

program, there are several

of organization with specific roles and responsibilities

program work

purpose of

up"

compliance and reduced

ideal industrial

layers

management show their commitment and

the concept of the audit and

being implemented

an

any

auditing program, it is

It is important for this level

the program. Management should

In

made within

and communicate an organization-wide environmental audit program

policy supporting

that it is

decision is

an environmental compliance

organization's

support to the audit

once a

First,

48

there

should

be

necessary

upper

level

to make

management support and participation.

As

mentioned above,

it is

this level publicize its commitment to the audit program and make

of

the resources

there

should

be

necessary in

order

Lines

available

to the Audit Program

level

responsible

intended,

Typically,

out the

of communication with upper

for ensuring that
that

Manager,

auditing

level

either

all aspects of

available all

activities.

to oversee the

place

Next,

audit

management should

be

directly or through some other

The Audit Program Manager

of management.

and

carry

Audit Program Manager in

an

program.

middle

to

that

essential

the audit

should

program are

be primarily

operating

as

all expected audit program activities are completed.

the Audit Program Manager's

Detennining the

sites

to be

roles and responsibilities

include:

audited each year.

Maintaining and updating audit program materials, including
program guidance or procedures and audit protocols.

Coordinating auditor training and
qualified

internal

Reviewing all
consistent,

maintaining

a record of all

auditors.

draft

and

final

complete and

audit reports

to

ensure

they

are

timely.

out"

Tracking the status of corrective action plans and "closing
when all

findings

audits

are corrected.

Providing auditors with regulatory information.
Periodically evaluating the audit program and
upper management.

Managing audit program

documentation.

49

reporting its

status to

The Audit Program Manager

Department

of

the

organization.62

Department may have many

teams.

the audit

or guidance

Auditor

with

up the

and audit

the Legal

audit

or

participating on

should oversee

teams for

including

to the auditors, controlling the

legal privileges,

Lastly, the Audit Program Manager

performed.

relationship

purposes within the audit program,

under certain

auditors who will make

a

Depending on the organization, the Legal

providing regulatory information
conduct of

have

should also

the

pool of

the audit

internal

each compliance audit

team qualifications and selection criteria

will

be

discussed further in Section 5.2.2.4 below.

The

design information

compliance audit program

and universities showed

basic

that most

Managers

as

most

in

cases, the

from the

academia

auditing

colleges

followed this

program was

by the Environmental Health and Safety Department, with the EH&S

Manager (or equivalent) acting

listed

In

audit program organization.

overseen

audit programs

collected

at

the schools

as

the Audit Program Manager. The EH&S

evaluated were responsible

"Audit Program Manager

audit program

literature,

for

several of

the items

responsibilitie

in the industrial-focused

including:

Participating as auditors,

selecting

audit teams.
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other auditors and

putting together

Determining and communicating audit schedules.
Determining applicable regulations, mamtaining audit protocols, and
providing

to auditors.

guidance

Reviewing audit reports and evaluating trends in the results.
Working with operating areas to develop corrective action plans and
tracking the completion of those

The

audit program organization at

level

varied

greatly among the

communicative

President

or

relationship

Dean level. In

directly to this level
first through

an

of

levels

schools

organization within each school.

plans.

In

all

the Audit Program Manager

interviewed due to the varying

management,

typically

at

and

in

internal policy committee,

other

a

the Vice

cases, the Audit Program Manager

management,

overall

cases, the Audit Program Manager had

with upper

some

above

reported

cases, the communication went

an oversight

panel,

or an

internal

auditing department.

Most

of

the college/ university

importance to them to

positively

"check

schools noted the

In

most

individuals in the

up"

on

and ways

cases, findings are

to

of

in

areas

liabilities,

they

shared with

the

51

must operate

auditee

rather

being audited.

helping auditees understand

which

was of great

correct problems and move

compliance and reduced

importance

that apply to them

indicated that it

promote audits as a method

towards improved

mechanism to

representatives

the

than

as a

These

requirements

to ensure compliance.

during the audit, with

on-

the-spot

and

training in an

how those

interviewed,

effort

to

help them understand what the deficiencies were

requirements need

to be

evaluated, some penalties are

doled

out

several subsequent audits.

It

personnel

upper

that the program

of

the

schools

action plans are

during an audit,

only for findings that reoccur

level

is in

the

universities

for deficiencies found

was emphasized

the Audit Program Manager and

most of

only if corrective

time frame. At two

these enforcement steps are taken

university

in the future. At

enforcement measures are used

not completed within an acceptable

however,

met

in

several of

the interviews that

management strive

place

to

during

to

show

their

help them, not to judge their

personal performance.

5.2.2.2 Legal Issues

There

are several

implementing
audits and

an

legal issues that
internal

must

be

designing and

Performing internal environmental

audit program.

documenting non-compliance issues can open an organization up

legal scrutiny in the future if there is any
knowledge

program

considered when

emphasizes

that legal

regarding the

organization's

Therefore, industrial-focused

instances.

of non-compliance

literature

question

counsel should

to

audit

be involved from the

beginning and throughout all stages of audit program design and
implementation.63

There

are

legal

protect organizations who are

audits

from

liability

and

privileges64

and

performing internal

enforcement,

however,

52

EPA

policies65

available to

environmental compliance

procedures and processes must

be designed into the
for

requirements

audit program

early

on

in

order to ensure that all

coverage under privileges and policies are met.

Attorney-client privilege
Attorney-client privilege is the
internal

audit program

between

a

lawyer

the criteria

listed below

privilege.66

This list is

legal

counsel

done to

before

findings. This

his

and

most common

or

her

must

be

a general

in

order

outline,

literature specifies that

to maintain the attorney-client

and an organization should consult

its

maintain the privilege::

the

attorney

is

The

communication

has been kept confidential

The

client

an

has

not

auditing

example, if

and

made

for the

purpose of

advice.

unintentionally disclosed the communication, hence

program

First,

the client,

to meet these criteria, several items must be

the

privilege protects communications

between

however, it does not protect the underlying facts. For

a violation of an environmental permit

and recommendations or analysis

the attorney, the

obtaining legal

privilege.

consideration.

the attorney

between

and the client.

communication

for

taken into

question consists of communications

The

waiving the
order

The industrial

initiating audits in order to determine exactly what must be

The documentation in

In

privilege sought to protect

privilege protects communications

client.

met

legal

relating to the

is discovered

violation are communicated

recommendations and analysis would
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during an audit,

be protected,

to

however,

the

fact that there

consider

was a violation would not

is how the

be

protected.67

attorney-client privilege can

external, third party

auditors.

In this case, the

be

communications must

distribution
with

must

directly. Lastly, in

auditors must

be hired

documents

must

using

directly by

work and

means

be limited only to those individuals

item to

auditors'

order to maintain this

be kept confidential. This

the results of the audit, and all

second

maintained when

the organization's attorney, who should supervise the

receive all audit reports

A

privilege,

that audit

report

immediately

be

marked as

concerned

"privileged

confidential."

and

This limited distribution

may

slow

down the

implementation

environmental audit

universities

control of audit-related

distribution process, hence

documentation

delaying the

of corrective action plans and other actions related

than it is

programs.68

advantage of

from

to the

audit

Larry Cahill states that it can sometimes be more time-

and expensive

to instead take

increased

audit report

findings. In his text,

consuming

and

worth

In

EPA's

some

audit

to

try

to invoke this legal privilege for

cases, it

policy,

may be best for

organizations

which can protect colleges and

certain penalties and other enforcement actions.

EPA's Audit

Policy is discussed in detail below.

The

use of attorney-client privilege

findings

varied

smaller colleges

for

protection of environmental audit

among the

colleges and universities

evaluated,

attorney-client privilege
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interviewed. At

is invoked for

one of

all

the

internal

The

environmental audits.

and all audit

limited
the

At

one of

the larger

his

this school indicated

an environment where so

He felt that,

at

privilege

for

be "more

audits, and do

area or subject matter

external

it for

is

used

school, the legal department hires the

audits at

audit results are made

know how

they

community

are

very

be involved in the

others.

to

Two

protect

of

the

audit

attorney-client

the schools

audit/ inspection

representative

is

used

audits.

For

in

for

from

external audits at

audit privilege

order

to let the

relevance of

is

by

this

distribution is

not used

because the

university community
to

help

the internal audit program.
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another

audits performed

doing with regard to the environment, and

understand

from

worth."69

auditors and audit report

this school,

public

must

A

attorney-client privilege

third parties, but not for internal

limited. For internal

representative

being audited is perceived as a high risk

by the school's legal department.
that

The

have

privileges

interviewed invoke the

not use

findings if the

school explained

legal

by the privilege is too difficult

than it is

work

attorney-client privilege

issue

no

and

invoking the attorney-client privilege within

indicated that

area or

a

limiting the distribution of audit reports

required

colleges and universities

some

evaluated,

many individuals

this point,

audit program would

The remaining

that

the confidentiality

in

maintain

schools

perception

order

his

distributed only to

audit program at this point.

in

process.

and

individuals (the attorney, the Audit Program Manager,

been built into the internal

to

by the attorney for the college,

documentation is kept confidential

number of

auditee).

"hired"

auditors are

the

However,

any

of

the

school's

internal

documentation pertaining to historic

audit

issues that have been difficult

environmental

or

impossible to

correct

is kept

under attorney-client privilege.

EPA Audit Policy
EPA's Audit Policy, titled "Incentives for Self-Policing: Discovery, Disclosure,

Correction

based

and

Prevention

Violations,"

of

provides reductions

component of penalties of

criminal charges

for

EPA.70

regulations and

laws,

policing,

discovered

violations

disclosed to the

This policy

EPA's Audit Policy, the
in

order

The

to take

due diligence

The

within

21 days

policy's

through

self-

According to the

benefits for

The policy does

system.

fully

after

monitoring

disclose the

or

self-disclosure:

an environmental

not

apply to

sampling

violation

violations

requirements.

in writing to the

discovery.

disclose the

the
agency has discovered

or

the

mandated

organization must

inspection

properly

requirements

have been discovered through

organization must

EPA

meeting the

correction and prevention.

advantage of

discovered through

The

during an audit and

from

following criteria must be met for environmental

violation must

audit or

and potential protection

gravity-

encourages compliance with environmental

with emphasis on

discovery, disclosure,

violations

up to 100%

in the

violation

violation, or

investigation.
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before the regulatory

before

an

imminent agency

The

organization must

any harm
The

caused

expeditiously

correct the violation and

remedy

by the violation.

organization must agree to take steps to prevent recurrence of the

violation.

The

same violation must not

have

past three years and must not

within

The

the organization

violation must not

presented an

have

violated

within

have

imminent
the terms

be

occurred at the

a part of a pattern of violations

the past

resulted

in

and substantial

of a

facility within the

judicial

five

years.

serious actual

harm

endangerment,

or

and must not

order or consent or plea

agreement.

The

organization must cooperate with the

EPA has issued

conditions

for large

guidance

in the policy,

stating that they

such as

the 21

colleges and universities to

waived, the

college or

university

Agreement with the EPA

prior

allow colleges and universities

understanding between
conducting the

the

audit and

are

willing to

waive some of

the

day disclosure period, that are difficult

meet.71

must enter

In

order

into

to have these conditions

Wide"
a "Corporate-

to conducting their

to

EPA.

audit.

These

Audit

agreements

plan campus-wide audits with an advanced

school and

the EPA

disclosing violations.
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regarding

schedules

for

Among the college and university representatives interviewed,
Audit Policy for

disclosing violations found during audits varied.

2001, EPA Regions 1, 2, 3
state

and

agencies, sent letters to

their regions,

return

the use

9, in

EPA's

In 2000

and

conjunction with some of their associated

the college and

all of

of

university Presidents

within

inviting them to perform audits under EPA's Audit Policy.72 In

for performing the

schools would

be

audits and

put on a

disclosing any findings of violations, the

low priority EPA inspection list. In

some

states,

depending on the state agency's level of acceptance of EPA's Audit Policy,
colleges and universities

be

put on

three

of

perform

choosing

the state agency's low

the individuals

their

and

under

priority inspection list.

interviewed,

first environmental

in Massachusetts

to perform audits

this invitation is

compliance audits.

Connecticut,

two

states

what

These

that have

found

drove their
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school

schools are

adopted

to

located

EPA's Audit

violations.73'74

Policy, disclosing any

during their internal audits.

Policy would also

According to at least

Policy and offer enforcement relief for self-disclosure of
these schools continue to use the Audit

the

Two

violations

that

of

are

5.2.2.3 Program Scope & Coverage

Several internal

audit program

program scope and

coverage,

design

as

elements were evaluated related to audit

described below.

Objective, Scope & Criteria
An internal auditing
scope.

program should

The

objectives of a

and

fix

find

of

compliance,

of

the audit program should

program.

be

non-compliance

When

made as

fines

and

explicitly defined

issues, determine
penalties,

compliance audit program are

the organization's current level

and avoid

clearly describe the

objective and

legal

liabilities.75

extent and

The

boundaries

scope

of

the

defining the scope of an audit program, a determination must

to what facilities

will

be

audited as part of the program.

focused literature recommends that the
included in the

an

typical environmental

to

avoid

have

scope of an

Facilities

Industrially

following types of facilities should be

internal auditing

owned and operated or

program76:

leased

and operated

by the

organization.

Joint

ventures over which

the

organization

has

operational

responsibility.

Warehouses,

administrative and office

buildings

owned and operated

by the organization.
Real

estate owned

Acquisitions

by the organization.

and commercial waste
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disposal

contractors.

Once the
be

used

is

scope

defined,

the organization should determine

for auditing its faculties. Considerations
What federal,
specific

local regulatory

best practices/ policies the

Whether

several

state or

audits will

faculties,

include:

requirements or industry-

be

units will

be specialized,

or whether each

should

what criteria will

audited against.

media-specific audits

spanning

facility will be audited in separate,

multi-media audits.

Whether

health

In

most

and

safety

will also

indicated that the

of compliance with

do

focus

on

these

internal auditing
part of

areas

in

mechanisms.

program are

its Project XL

their audits is

compliance.

regulatory

and corrective action

analysis,

not

environmental

issues,

be integrated into the

objective of

management system mechanisms

cause

only

or whether

program.

cases, the individuals interviewed regarding their internal auditing

programs

level

audits will cover

place

(e.g.,

slightly

more

operational

however,

College,

focused

Laboratory Environmental

evaluate their

Many of the schools have some

procedures),

For Boston

simply to

procedures, root

their audit programs

the objectives

on management

of

its

systems,

Management Plan. For

other

besides laboratories (e.g., air, transformers, tanks), Boston College's

objectives are

to

ensure compliance with

the

requirements.77
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applicable

regulatory

as

audit

The

scope of most of

activities and

down into

the internal

facilities

auditing

on campus.

manageable audit units

programs covered

In

all

programs evaluated covered all of the

cases, the

schools

by EH&S regulatory

break their

programs.

campuses

Regulatory

by the audit programs at the various schools include:

Air Permit Compliance;
PCB

Transformers;

RCRA Hazardous Waste Management;
Chemical

Handling & Management;

Spill Prevention, Countermeasure & Control;

Emergency Planning

&

Community Right-to-Know;

Wastewater;
Storage Tanks;
Toxic Substance Control;

Asbestos;
Lead;
Universal Waste Management;

Pesticide Use

and

Handling;

and

Laboratory Safety.

Many

of

the programs focus

hazardous

waste management regulations and

requirements, since

and

heavily on laboratory compliance with RCRA

teaching

many

programs

in

of

the

OSH A

schools evaluated

biology and

chemistry.
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laboratory safety

have strong

scientific research

The

criteria used to evaluate these

themselves in

regulations

compliance program.

required

The EMP

to

As

with

comply

regulatory

all cases except

areas were

for Boston College's

and

laboratory

its Project XL agreement, Boston College is

its

Environmental Management Plan

own

in the

minimum performance criteria outlined

Environmental Management Standard. This

RCRA hazardous

be

used

school's

its EMP

(EMP).78

by each lab to meet the
Laboratory

standard replaces the

regulatory

waste generator program and

Chemical Hygiene Plan. Therefore, Boston College's laboratories
against

OSHA

part of

outlines specific procedures that will

requirements of the

the EPA

rather than against the specific regulations

that

OSHA's

are audited

typically apply

to laboratories.

Frequency
The literature for industrial internal

audits

and

done

within

the organization

multi-media, covering

regulatory
what

requirements.79

regulations,

initial level

audit programs recommends

that the initial

are

all

all areas of

These

comprehensive,

the

of compliance with

environmental and

audits will

standards and policies

those

help

apply to

more

to

ensure

compliance.80

focused. The literature

These

each

requirements.

facility,
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that the

facilities,
and

safety

determine

and

Subsequent

to

look

at

the

audits are a

functioning properly in

subsequent audits can

recommends

health

the organization

cross-check to ensure that the systems and programs are

order

covering

be less frequent

frequency

of

internal

and

audits

be determined based
into

account

impact that

There

on

the

the facility's

each

relative environmental risk of each

potential

facility's

Appendix

B.81

determine the
has been

category

for

each risk

one of which

is

presented as an example

considers several

factor,

order

in terms

this

risk factors in

to determine the

risk

order

facility. Once

methodology

of an overall

a

in

to

category

requires some

relative weight of each

classification.

The

risk

factors that

in this methodology include:
size and

type of the facility?

from the facility?

air emissions come

are

the community

Are there any SARA 313

relations

regarding the facility?

reportable

hazardous

Does the

facility generate hazardous waste?

Does the

faculty generate

Are there any
What is the

How

potential

the environment.

of risk associated with each

What is the

How

on

"category"

placement

What

faculties,

judgement in

are evaluated

have

the

that could be used to compare the risks

This methodology

chosen

professional

environmental problems and

operations could

are various methodologies

associated with various

for

facility, taking

storage

age of

complex are

materials at

the

faculty?

and/ or treat wastewater?

tanks

on-site with

the

potential

to leak

or spill?

the facility?

the

What is the faculty's

processes

that

compliance

operate within

history?
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the facility?

How

stringent

is the

state or

operations within the

The

example presented

methodology for

local regulatory agency regarding

the

facility?

in Appendix B is not,

determining facility risk

-

by any means,

there is no

the

only

"one-size-fits-all"

approach.

Once

risk

needs

determinations have been

to be

determined for

recommends

Table 5-1

the

facility,

industrially focused

Risk
or when

for the

2 years,

for the

there is

in process,

Few

a

low

condition

there is

in process,

frequency

literature

Category
or no environmental problems or

environmental risk

Low

a

potential

for

environmental

problems or moderate environmental

condition

facility

risk

Potential

Every year

serious environmental

problems or

The

audit

facility

or when

significant change
or status

each

following audit schedule8283:

significant change

Every

The

for

Suggested Compliance Audit Frequencies

-

Frequency
Every 3 years,
or status

each.

made

high

environmental risk

frequency of internal compliance audits varied greatly among the colleges

and universities evaluated.

areas more

In general,

most of

the schools audited

frequently than other areas of regulatory compliance.

a mixture of self-assessments and second or third

order

to

accommodate

laboratory regulatory
regulatory

the higher

areas, the

requirements

party

In

most

audits were used

frequency of laboratory audits.

audit

laboratory

For

with overall compliance

64

in

other

frequency was determined based

for inspections,

cases,

on

non-

the

being audited

by an external party on a long-term cycle (e.g., every three to five years).
audit

frequencies for

each of

the schools evaluated

are summarized

The

in the table

below.

Table 5-2

-

Summary of Actual Compliance Audit Frequencies

College/University
MIT

Laboratory Audit
Frequency
Weekly self
Second-party audit by
-reviews

EHS Department

Non-Laboratory Audit
Frequency
third-party

External

audit of all
areas

or

regulatory

every two

years.

Internal Audit

Department

on a

random cycle
risk of

Boston College

the

based

on

area.

Weekly self-inspections
Annual

second-

third-party

or

audit

by

Internal audits/
inspections at

frequencies

EHS Department, EPA,
or auditors from other

for

Project XL.

regulations.

each

area

specified

regulatory

in the

External

third-party

audit of all areas

every three to five
years.

Harvard

University

Monthly

second-

third-party

or

audits

by

Waste

accumulation

areas self-inspected

EH&S Department of

weekly.

Operations

Other

and

Maintenance

personnel.

at

areas

inspected

frequency specified

in the

regulations.

EHS Department

randomly

shows

unannounced to
perform

these

inspections.
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up

Table 5-2

-

Continued

College/University
Trinity College

Non-Laboratory Audit
Frequency

Laboratory Audit
Frequency
Laboratories

audited at

same

frequency as other

areas

(annually).

Initial

audit

done

entire campus

of

by

third-party
consultants.

Subsequent internal

done annually

audits

of entire

campus,

broken down

by

media.

University

of

Rochester

Internal
audits

Initial

laboratory

done

perform

organized,
and

self-

but it is

assessments,

on a

departmental basis,
is

not part of

of

consultants.

Information

performed

tracked

done

departments

by third-party

annual cycle.

Some labs

audit

all major

on an

and

the formal

regarding internal
audit
frequency for
non-lab areas was not
available.

internal auditing
program. Most of these
are

done based

specific project

on a

that the

lab is working on under
the Center for Disease
Control

(CDC)

or

the

National Institutes for

Health (NIH).

RPI

Laboratories

audited

by

EHS Department

audit

done

entire campus

of

by

third-party

(second-party)
approximately twice

Initial

per

consultants.

Frequency varies,

year.

and

is determined

depending on the
significance of

the

environmental

issues

and risk and

the

regulatory
requirements.
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Table 5-2

Continued

-

Syracuse

Non-Laboratory Audit
Frequency

Laboratory Audit
Frequency
Audited annually by

College/University
University

Hazardous

EHS Department.

waste

management areas

and

tanks

annually

audited

by EHS

Department.

5.2.2.4 Auditor Selection

Auditor

If

operations

results of

There

Training

selection and

program.

Auditor

and

training

auditors are not

that

the

and

they

audits

are

and

trained in proper

media and

auditing techniques, the

useless, inaccurate or incomplete.

Audit Team Selection

are several options

establishing the
organization

appropriately knowledgeable in the

auditing,

may be

key elements in any internal compliance audit

are

that

an organization can choose

potential pool of auditors

may

for

an

auditing

from

when

program.

An

use:

Full-time

corporate-level auditors

Division-level

auditors

(second party audits);

reporting to the

corporate

group (second party

audits);

Divisional self-auditing

and

reporting (first party audits);

External contractors/ consultants to

audits).
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conduct

faculty audits

and

(third party

Industrially focused
chosen

for

auditing
for

each audit should

that

so

auditor

may be

they

Internal

used.

One way to
use

are

meet

desirable to have

to those

own

area,

one

all

that

only

audits,

they

are

requirement

external auditors

provided

that

they

auditors

operating area, department or division to
some

cases, it may

divisions/ departments perform first party audits,

level

auditors

directly responsible for the activities being audited.

a

group is

of compliance with

periodically be

directly

or

is

audit

also

be

self-

auditing itself to verify

or

the applicable requirements. These

verified

to ensure that a non-biased, independent

In

for

used

that

interest. The

mean

department or division. In

self-assessments should

the

activities

or conflict of

necessarily

may be

In these situations,

assessments.

its

not

the

sources all agree that

the independence requirement while
using internal

operating

evaluate

free from bias

auditors

individuals from

another

literature

be independent of the

independence does

are not accountable

to

audit program

by a

auditor

has

second or

a

look

at

third

party

audit

the operations in

division/ department performing the self

-audits.

addition

qualities

to

that

independence,

specialize

in

individual

have strong knowledge

that are the basis for the

one media

tanks), however,
several

are several

(e.g.,

auditors

regulatory

areas.

audit.

of

skills and personal

First,

an environmental auditor should possess.

compliance auditor should

requirements

there

an environmental

the regulatory

Typically,

an auditor

tends to

air, hazardous waste, wastewater, and storage

may

also

Second,

be EHS

generalists with

auditors should

68

have

broad knowledge in

familiarity with the types

of

faculties

being audited. They

and should

be knowledgeable

questions need

compliance.

for EMS

and what needs

one or more of

the

Technical

Relevant

degree

science and

skills

that

allow

finish

that

audit

they

tasks

express concepts and

exercise

due

years of work

auditor

auditors

experience) in

facility operations;

can

on

and skills.

and good

be

described above,

First, they

they

must

have

organizational and

time. In addition,

(i.e., keep

audit

69

in

have

with other

collected

auditors should

writing.

All

information

physical

time

keep their working papers and

and

must

listening skills. Second,

grueling,

strong

ideas orally,

professional care

laws; and/ or

them to interact positively

should also possess

management skills so

clearly

that

evaluate

techniques.

traits

audit schedules can sometimes

and

for

to

years of work experience or

education and experience

individuals, including diplomacy, tact,

in order,

order

technology;

processes and

to the learned skills,

Auditors

four

requirements of environmental

strong interpersonal

stamina.

recommends

facility setting

understand what

to be observed in

have five

and

auditors must possess certain personal

because

to

processes

and environmental aspects of

Audit procedures,

addition

in the

following areas84:

Environmental

In

a

the

audits,

education and

(or

education

comfortable

which provides guidance

and compliance

least secondary

post-secondary

feel

enough about

The ISO 14012 standard,

qualifications

complete at

to be asked

should

be

able

data
to

auditors should

confidential and

follow

audit procedures that provide

for quality assurance)

and adhere to an

appropriate code of ethics.

Audit teams

should

described above,
A lead

composed of auditors

and should

however,

training,

the lead

be led
the

auditor must possess

auditors,

size

be

depends

on

of

complexity

the

same skills and personal qualities as

have

auditor must

complexity

of

the last

that for

audit of

a complex

other

Training section below. Audit team
the

faculty being audited,

the

faculty,

and

the

the facility. Industrially-based literature

faculty,

auditors over a period of one week

the

additional experience and

the environmental regulations that apply to the

period of time since

recommends

size and

the qualifications

by someone who qualifies as a lead auditor.

discussed below in the Auditor

as

meeting

the team should consist

on-site, with an additional

of

three to five

week

for

report

writing.85

Composition

that

apply

of

the

to the

audit team

at

the audit team depends

Audit team

regulations.

knowledge

of

least one

is

audit

members should

the

be

facility type and applicable

chosen so

that there is a

balance

of

process, knowledge of the environmental regulations

faculty,

used

on

and

knowledge

repeatedly to

new auditor

is

audit

rotated

of

the

the same

facility itself.
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same

facility, it is recommended

into the team to

during each audit.

When the

provide a

fresh

that

perspective

As is discussed

above

evaluated used a

in the

varying

audits.

The

criteria

for choosing the

"Frequency"

section, the

mix of

colleges and universities

self-assessments, second-party

situations where each

type

auditors are

of audit was used and

and

the

third-party

selection

described below.

Self-Assessments
In

most

cases, self-assessments

frequent

second-

areas/ facilities
requirements

or

third-party

audits of

were also required

for

air permit

areas, and

self-assessments are

done

personnel,

performing the
the operations

supplement

those areas. At some schools,

the less

operating

to assess themselves against the regulatory

by

wastewater permit compliance.

one

individual

These individuals include

maintenance

in laboratories to

compliance, storage tank management, hazardous

waste accumulation

assessed.

were used

within

graduate

being audited and

the operating

students,

based

the regulatory

area

the

being

laboratory technicians,

In general, the individuals

or equipment operators.

self-assessments are chosen

Typically,

on

their

direct knowledge

requirements

that

affect

of

those

operations.

Second-Party Audits
In

most

cases, second-party

evaluated

most of

for auditing

audits were used at

the

colleges and universities

laboratory and non-laboratory regulatory compliance.

the schools, individuals from the Environmental Health &

Department (or equivalent)

performed

these
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audits.

In

some

Safety

cases, personnel

At

from
Fire

other

departments (Operations &

Prevention,

and

Chemical

Hygiene)

student was used as an auditor

supplement the

limited EH&S

auditors were chosen

regulatory
auditing

experience

from

In

were also used as auditors.

At RPI,

a

during the one round of audits in order to

personnel available to act as

primarily due

requirements.

Maintenance/ Facilities, Health & Safety,

some

auditors.86

to their expertise in specific areas

cases, individuals

previous employment

knowledgeable in auditing techniques

The

of

the

chosen as auditors also

positions,

so

they were

had

also

and practices.

Third-Party Audits
Third-party audits were used at several of the colleges and
opportunity for

a

completely independent third-party to

universities as an

come

in

with a

the

perspective and evaluate the overall environmental compliance of

In

all cases except

with

auditing

educational

the
to

for Boston College, the

third-party consisted

fresh

campus.

of consultants

experience, and in most cases, experience specific to

auditing

institutions. Under Boston College's Project XL Lab EMP program,

college uses

periodically

third-party

audit

experience with

its

auditors

from

laboratories.87

auditing their

own

other

These

auditors are chosen

laboratories

program.
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Project XL colleges/ universities

under

due to their

the Project XL Lab EMP

Auditor Training

Industrially focused
initial

auditor

either

formal

training

training,

the

complete

audits)

considered a qualified

other

auditors,

training (at least 3

training

or on-the-job

training

least 20

within

auditor.88

three

complete

the guidance of

should

Concepts in

through

consecutive years

Lead auditors,

audits), in

instruct

training may be
participation

ISO 14012

workdays of on-the-job

must complete an additional

complete audit under

Auditor

training. This

guidance of experienced auditors.

auditors should complete at

least four

for

recommends that all potential auditors receive

and periodic refresher

classroom

actual audits under

that

literature

which

after

a qualified

auditors

in the

order

to

be

requirements

workdays of on-the-job

act as

lead

specifies

training (at

meeting the

fifteen

they

in

in

lead

auditor

during one

auditor.89

following topics:

environmental science and

technology;

Regulatory requirements;
Manufacturing operations;

Auditing processes and
inspection techniques;

Effective

methods

for

techniques,

including interviewing

and

and

dealing with facility management and

personnel.

Training may be
listed above,

offered

internally by

personnel qualified

such as experienced and qualified

internal

State Department of Environmental Conservation
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to instruct in the areas

auditors.

The New York

has

made available

(NYSDEC)

a

training manual specifically tailored

Although the

manual

requirements

for

not cover

air

and wetlands management.

permits,

This

internal

auditors.

sending

auditors to

External

tanks, hazardous

as an

be

available

useful

for

internal regulatory

training resources may

publicly

the

major

programs.

waste

pesticide use, solid waste, spill response

manual could

New York State

universities within

NYSDEC regulatory

pollution, bulk storage

housekeeping,

organizations.90

auditing procedures, it outlines

campuses under various

Programs include

management,

does

to campus-based

also

training courses,

colleges and

training

be used,
or

manual

either

for

by

by hiring consultants

to come in and perform the training.

In general,

most of

training and
expertise,

and on

trained

against.

schools

interviewed rely

professional certifications of each

any auditing

Where

employment.

were

the

auditors were

primarily in the

None

of

experience

heavily on the experience,

individual

auditor

techniques

trained

requirements

by the college or university, they
that

each area would

be

audited

any training

and procedures.

5.2.2.5 Management Issues

Several

audit program management

college/ university interviewed,

issues

were evaluated

including reporting and
74

area of

that the auditors have from previous

the colleges/ universities evaluated offered

covering auditing

in their

for

each

review of audit

findings, development,

implementation

and

tracking

of corrective actions, and

management review and evaluation of the audit program.

Audit Reports
Procedures

candid,

should

recommends

which

all appropriate parties.

the

auditing

program

is

be

reviewed

appropriate and /or

the

procedures

audit

team

members

finalized for consistency

under attorney-client

and completeness.

Environmental Auditing,

recommends

that

are prepared and

also

built into the
The

timely,

audit

process

report,

the legal department (if

privilege) before it is

ISO 14010, General Principles

that the

to

and/ or the lead auditor,

by the Audit Program Manager and
necessary

ensure

findings

and completeness of all audit reports.

typically drafted by

to

Industrially focused literature

that there are quality assurance

consistency

should

place within

clear and appropriate written reports of audit

distributed to

ensure

be in

written audit report

of

include the

following information91:
Identification

of

the organization/ facility

The

scope and objectives of

The

criteria against which

completed

The

audited and

the client;

the audit;

the

audit was conducted

(including

checklists, if appropriate);

period covered

by the audit and

the dates the

audit was

conducted;

Identification

of the audit

Identification

of

the

team members;

auditee's representative
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participating in the audit;

Statement

of

confidentiality (if appropriate);

Distribution list for the report;

Summary of the audit process, including any obstacles encountered;
and

Audit conclusions.

Audit reporting

and management of audit

evaluated, however there

colleges and universities

In general,

practices.

collected

audit

findings from internal

The format

of

the findings

depending on the technology
audits.

At

electronically in
findings

a

few

of

are gathered on paper

in

compliance audits are

the

report was generated.

In

Program Manager

few

and reviewed

in

the

at a

form

conveys

results

the

from

non-compliance

of

the

to

findings

through the

passing

one

audit

to

audit

issues.
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are gathered

school, the audit

management

In

all

area or

organization,

copies of whatever

on

in

auditor notes.

findings to the

type

of audit

the audit results, the Audit

schools evaluated also

audit

to the next,

by the auditors during the

handwritten

sending them

addition

of

audit

one school

used

database. At

and also upward

by oral presentation or by

patterns

greatly among the

were some common

from

format

the schools, the

a central spreadsheet

department audited,

varied

or checklist

cases, the Audit Program Manager

either

varied

by the Audit Program Manager (typically the EH&S Manager or

equivalent).

internal

findings

order

to

tracked the

deficiencies

identify trends and

Corrective Actions
The

industrially focused

report of audit

findings,

for correcting the
audit

problem at

led to the

procedure

which

In

leads to

a

that the same problem

communicated

"young"

compliance

simply

in

order

action

areas

may include

accountability for ensuring
affected area.

In addition,

and commitment

to

that

top

a root

fixing a process or

Manager,

plan should

be

who should somehow

corrective action should

have

management should

some

demonstrate their

following up on and completing corrective

can

be demonstrated

past

due

corrective action completion

track the

Management

corrective action plans are completed

This

with the resources

that

to fix the immediate problem

has been developed, the

needing

ensure

will not occur again.

to the Audit Program

for the

to

fixing only the immediate

progress and eventual completion of the corrective action plan.

responsible

fixing the

of what procedural or system

issue. Rather than

plan

of

program, there may be

determination

the corrective action

a corrective action plan

consist

a more mature

non-compliance

issue,

may

In

investigation and/ or

(e.g., training, management)

and ensure

Once

with no

not reoccur.

investigation

non-compliance

hand,

action plan

receiving the final

develop a corrective action plan

deficiency or non-compliance issue.

the problem does

failure(s)

recommends that once

the audited site should

programs, the corrective

immediate

cause

literature

by the
support

action plans.

by top management taking an active role in enforcing
dates,

and

necessary for completing the
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by providing the affected

corrective action.

areas

All

of

the

college and

evaluated

had

of

this process varied from one

technology

and

similar general procedures

processes observed at

recommended

the

compliance

some sort of corrective action process

implementation

the level of

university internal

tools used

in

place.

the colleges

by the

For the

interviewed

found

during internal compliance audits,

representatives

responsible

individuals in the

practices

that

regulations.

must

In

all

individual(s)

be followed in

cases,

most

The design

place.

to the next,

and

depending

There were, however,

part, the

on

some

corrective action

the

processes

in the

explained

the

order

audit

that

audited area.

is

deficiencies

are

deficiency is immediately shared

the

to

when

In

some

training covering

cases, the

procedures and

ensure compliance with

complete and

the

Audit Program Manager

the

official audit

notifies

the audited

deficiency and requests that they reply with a corrective

action plan

responsibility
to

after

generated, the

within some period of

plan

school.

area are given on-the-spot

findings have been
area of the

school

programs

by the industrially focused literature.

of

the

in

and universities mirrored

Many

with

auditing

time. In

most of

of the audited area

address

the

Department may

audit

assist

to

programs

develop

findings. At

the

the

and

some of

audited area with

developing a corrective action plan.

implement the

the

schools

exploring

Corrective

filling out an internal work order for a

evaluated, it

corrective action

evaluated, the EH&S

solutions and

action plans

piece of equipment
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is the

may be

to be

as simple as

fixed,

or as

complex as

hiring an external consultant to come in and evaluate and implement

solutions.

Once

a corrective action plan

Program Manager,
In

some

cases,

the

Manager tracks the

electronic

and track corrective

to

ensure

responsible

More

when no or

often

at most of

each

the

schools

is

sending

less than desired

progress

is

than not, the Audit Program

following up,

corrective action

corrective action plan.

the corrective actions, and for

individuals

for

the

cases, a paper trail is kept for

completion of

also responsible

that the

progress of

to the Audit

and software programs are used to record

other

being made towards completion.
Manager is

and communicated

The Audit Program Manager

for tracking

"reminders"

databases

actions; in

corrective action plan.

responsible

is developed

through an audit or

has in fact been implemented

inspection,

and

to

has

effectively fixed the deficiency. At Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI),
corrective action completion and

schools.92

and

The EH&S Department

verifying

corrective actions

school/ college in

which

or college responsible

certifying

follow up

that all

interviewed

at

to the

that this

have

is

will

eventually lead to

responsible

to the

are

of

the

for verifying

school

and

The RPI EH&S Manager

long-term responsibility

an overall reduction
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and

At RPI, the Dean

the schools/ colleges for ensuring that deficiencies
that it

responsibility for completing

taken place.

promotes

differently than at other

department

resides.

audited area

corrective actions

handled

pushes all

audited

the department

for the

explained

RPI

are

corrected,

on

the

part of

with

the

hope

in deficiencies.

Each

of

the schools interviewed had some mechanism in

that do

corrective action plans

reoccur

from

one audit

more of an

spin

Individuals interviewed
measures

and

in

order

to implement

expressed

management's efforts to

the only

the campus

only to "check

they

audited areas.

Some

schools are as

follows:

these

mechanisms

with

Some

of

that

enforcement

using

regulatory

the

requirements

felt that

schools

they can use to make
ensuring

and

the

maintaining

enforcement measures

hurt

audited areas

program as a mechanism

to improve

Instead, these individuals felt that enforcement measures

the

feelings that the

performance of

audit program

with

of

licensing program for laboratories.

the regulatory

measures, their license is

is in

the individuals responsible

examples of enforcement measures used at

Implementation

work

comply

are serious about

up"

comply

opinions about

mechanism

the auditing

community's

on

findings that

keep a cooperative relationship with the

and their efforts to promote

promote

varying

of

with

"friendly."

Other individuals felt that

compliance.

school as a whole.

and audit

to deal

and others were more

required corrective actions.

to the audited areas that

regulatory

to them,

to force audited areas to

enforcement measures were

point

implemented

to the next in audited areas. Some

"enforcement"

had

the

not get

place

place

for the

the various

If labs do

not

requirements or with corrective action

revoked and

in their lab.
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they

are not able

to continue the

Bringing reoccurring non-compliance issues and/ or incomplete
corrective actions to the attention of upper management

(Deans,

Chancellor, President).

Using management performance reviews to enforce compliance.
Deliberate

violations or uncorrected

deficiencies negatively impact the

responsible person's performance review.

Charging internal

"fines"

deficiencies. Fines

are reduced

affected area are sent

requirements

in

for laboratories with reoccurring

if the individuals working in the

to internal

which

compliance

training

courses

covering

the

laboratory compliance is deficient.

Management Review & Evaluation

Industrially focused auditing program literature recommends that the Audit
Program Manger

program

failures

should cover the

review and evaluate

and successes to

top

audit program

management.

The

annually
report

and report

to management

following audit program aspects93:

Number

of audits planned and

Liabilities

most

Trends in

non-compliance

Statistics

Results

the

on

of

completed;

affecting the organization;

meeting

issues;

corrective action plan

schedules;

formal feedback from auditees;

Development

and

implementation

81

of auditor

training

programs;

Timeliness
Annual

Two

for

of

and

quality

the colleges and universities evaluated

College has

on

the internal

Oversight Panel,

oversees all major programs at

programs

every

The internal
included in

six

months,

compliance

their review.

made

the

auditing

up

of upper

college.94

covering

is

a process

in

place

auditing program. Boston
level administrators,

This group

reviews

all major programs once

program

Harvard

currently have

one of

two

which

major

every two

years.

the major programs

University has a similar structure in place
Reports

managers.95

of

during internal compliance audits are presented to this

committee on a regular

process of

and

compliance

Policy Committee made up of mid-level

deficiencies found

basis. Some

of

the

other schools evaluated are

in the

identifying what the management review process and frequency will

be for their internal

compliance

management review processes

5.2.2.6

reports;

updates to program guidance manual and audit protocols.

management review of

with a

of audit

auditing programs,

in

and

do

not yet

have any

place.

Supporting Tools

Audit Program Manual/Procedures

Industrially focused literature sources recommend that an internal
environmental

manual should

auditing

program should

be designed to

include

an

Audit Program Manual. The

communicate the structure of

82

the

auditing

program

current

to auditors and auditees. The manual should be

by the Audit Program Manager,

and

may include

maintained and

the

kept

following

information:

An

description

overall

and a

description

Applicable

of

of each

the

facility, including

an organization chart

department.

environmental policies.

Categorization

of potential environmental

impacts

of each

facility

(risk

analysis).

Description

of procedures

for reporting

and

recordkeeping,

management and retention of audit program

Description

because

legal data (note:

this

aware of

including

addition

include

a

to

an

documented

audit

The

tasks

insufficient

information

whose nature and

factual,

shows

technical or

that the company is

questionnaires, checklists, protocols).

Audit Program Manual,

systematic procedures

program.

of

issues

the issues it faces).

Audit tools (e.g.,
In

documents.

of unascertainable environmental

extent are unascertainable

including

audit procedure

that

procedure

should

may

also

be

an

internal auditing

that defines

used

to

consistency

rotating

auditors or

and

include timelines for accomplishing

reliability from

completely

methodologies and

conduct each audit under

(i.e., draft and final report generation,

ensures

program should

etc.).

one audit

different

audit

83

An

to the

teams.

the

specific

audit procedure

next when

using

Only two of the schools evaluated have documented
place.

Harvard

has

University

several

documented

auditing

procedures

procedures

in

describing when and how internal compliance audits should take
Boston College

program

tracks

which

regulatory

and generates a calendar

when audits and

inspections

program, Boston College

Plan,

which outlines

conformance

place

place.96

uses a comprehensive environmental management software

(Enviance)

inspections

in

to the

should

also

notifying
be

has its

exactly how

requirements

for

audits and

the Audit Program Manager

scheduled.

In

addition

to this

Laboratory Environmental

audits should

Laboratory Environmental

take place in

Management

software

Management

order

to evaluate

Standard.97

Audit Checklists/Protocols
Audit checklists/ protocols
program.

Audit

are one of

the

checklists serve several

most critical pieces of an

internal

audit

key purposes during the auditing

process, including98:

Providing a "road

map"

for

comparison of

the

activities of

the audited

facility to regulations or standards.
Providing

a

tool

for

Providing a record

auditor

preparation/ planning.

of changes

in

audit scope and a record of audit

procedures.

Providing an outline for the auditor's field notes/ working papers.
Forming a basis for the critique of audits
84

done.

Audit checklists/ protocols for
compliance with

Federal,

compliance audits should

state and

best management practices that the

compliance audit

local

regulations and

faculty may be

program, the checklists

organizational control and management

on proper

put

in

on-

place

In general,

and off-site unit operations

in

order

audit

An

to

Lastly,

should

abstract or overview of

the

to. For a

mature

on effective

place

to

ensure

checklist

being followed

include the

on

other policies or

may

also

to verify that the operating

ensure compliance are

checklists/ protocols

focus

techniques in

compliance with applicable requirements.

any

subject

also

may

focus primarily

focus

procedures

properly.99

following features100:

key compliance area requirements.

Appropriate definitions.

All

required

Items that

common

items.

should

law

community

be inspected in

order

environmental problems

procedures are understood and

Specific instructions to direct

space

to ask,

for

(noise,

vulnerability to

odor, nuisances,

what

things to

auditor comments.
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environmental management

implemented.

auditors as

inspect).
areas/ records to

A

evaluate

inputs)

Opportunities to verify that internal

questions

to

to

what

observe and

to do

(e.g.,

what

verify, etc., what

Audit checklists

what

selecting

in

come

type

or

various

types, formats,

and

First,

the type of protocols

the specific objectives of the audit. If the purpose

of compliance with

verification piece.

that

each

capabilities and

detailed

level

applicable

They

that

of protocol will place on

to

accommodate

of experience of

the

leaves very little

take in

may

order

is only to look

on

at a

compliance

the auditors,

auditors should

be

give

to verify

the

and

these demands.

the demands

In addition, the

considered.

A

more

leeway for auditor error or

very

specific

compliance.

necessary for

a more experienced auditor.

protocols can

be

for

be based

be in place, then tine

should

Very

More broad

auditors with more

experience.
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faculty and

instructions

best for inexperienced auditors, however, they may be

used

audit

provide a comprehensive review of a

requirements, and

auditor must

the

audit protocol selection should consider

auditors

audit protocol

inconsistencies.

the

Second,

those

of

should

chosen should

be tailored to only include the regulatory

type for format

willingness of

detail. When

the regulations, and not to evaluate

management systems or operational procedures

audit protocol should

of

format to use, the Audit Program Manager

consider several factors.101

facility's level

levels

as

detailed

more

and

to

the

what steps

protocols are

detail than

less

auditing and/ or

prescriptive

media-specific

The

following table summarizes the various types of audit protocols that are

available.102

Table 5-3

-

Audit Checklist/Protocol Types

Protocol Type
Basic Protocol

Description

Advantages

"Marching

Disadvantages

Flexibility as

Time

audit

consuming

orders"

for

auditors

planning

tool

-

provide general

Usefulness for

sequence of audit

focusing audit

procedures

that

resources

specify

the

Explicit

actions

to be

instructions

taken

what

of

& how to

do for

each

step

ensures

consistency
Useful for
evaluating &
critiquing

audit

process and
results.

Topical Outline

Short summary
or list of major

Short

topics to be

knowledgeable

experience

auditors.

and

covered

in

to

audit.

use

and

easy

for

Relies
on

heavily

the

judgement of
the auditor
not

-

helpful for

inexperienced
auditors.

Does

not offer

substantive

to

guidance
audit

team

(does

not

facilitate

audit

effort quality).
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Table 5-3

-

Continued

Protocol Type
Detailed Guide

Description

Summary

Advantages

of

regulatory
requirements

identifies

faculty

Can become

explanation of

long and

what

responsibilities
and walks
auditor

Comprehensive
what to

-

through

Disadvantages

do

and

unwieldy.

Provides

to

more

compare against

detail than

(standard).

needed

Most

for

useful

specific audit

auditors

steps.

unfamiliar with

for

"repeat"

auditors.

regulations or

teams where
auditors are
rotated.

Yes/ No
Questionnaire

Most

of

these

Well-organized

are

patterned after

synopsis of

EPA inspector

regulations.

the

Promotes
inquiry-driven
audit

-

questionnaires.

inconsistent

Gives

with objective

an

organized

summary

of
of

verifying

compliance

every regulatory

through

requirement

inquiry,

-

requires some

observation

background
knowledge

of

and

the

Can become
too long.

requirements.

Open-Ended

Similar to Y/N

Encourages

Questionnaire

Questionnaire,

auditor

but allows for

obtain

more

in-depth

responses

testing.

to

factual,

explanatory
responses in

to

addition

questions.

answer.

to Y/N

Relies mostly
on

inquiry to

gather
evidence

-

no

verification or

confirmation

that adequate
systems are
place.
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in

Table 5-3

-

Continued

Protocol Type

Description

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scored

Similar to Y/N

If properly

Relies mostly

Questionnaire

questionnaire

executed and

on

and open-ended

substantiated,

gather

questionnaire,

provides

evidence

but measures

summary for

verification or

EHS

performance

upper

to

inquiry

no

-

confirmation

by rating

management

activities against

benchmark for

detailed

facility

place.

template.

management.

Some

&

that

adequate

systems are

in

discrepancies
are accepted

tendency

to

ask what

is

-

"passing
score".

Audit checklists/ protocols

commercially
checklists

Internet

covering

several

website.103

by

facility and

the

on

The

protocols

is

a

different

way to

when

on

they

the EPA's

perform an

expects other

environmental compliance.

provide

different sources, both

created numerous compliance

based

that the EPA

protocols

several

media and are available at no cost on

protocols are

their inspectors

evaluating their

from

The EPA has

and publicly.

protocols used

when

are available

internal

checks

The EPA

described in the table

regulatory

program

program and

protocols

above.

best fit

The

of

agency inspection

description

program

89

to use

that items that would be inspected

an overview of

how the

agencies

of a

Therefore, using EPA

of

are covered and

the "detailed

protocols offer a review of

being audited;

description

the

inspection

Federal

by the agency, and that they check in their own facilities,
compliance.

own

their

guide"

applicability

the Federal

is implemented

in

of

the

regulatory
at

the state and/ or

local

level;

a

definitions;
giving

areas

a

of

the

list of typical

key compliance requirements;

records to review and

a general statement of each

practice

verify

summary

(e.g., recordkeeping)
The EPA

compliance.

and what

the

are

based

Pollution Prevention Unit has

many

of

the

in

regulatory

order

to

program

lacking in protocols covering air and water

on

the state regulations. The NYSDEC

published a self-audit checklist

campus-based organizations, which covers

"yes/no

requirement or management

including the New York State DEC, have also made

available self-audit checklists

petroleum and chemical

materials,

checklists

programs.

State regulatory agencies,

land use,

items to inspect;

auditor should examine

protocols cover

listed above, however, they

quality regulatory

regulatory

terms and

housekeeping and

areas such as

regulatory

bulk storage,

procurement.104

solid

This

specifically for
air, water,

waste, hazardous

checklist

The

best matches the
is described

questionnaire"

described in the table

as a

"preliminary

at a

very high, broad level to

regulations

may

self-diagnostic

apply.

tool"; it touches

applicable regulation requires

not go

agency

audit protocol

is

into

great

detail

regulatory topics

about what each

another self-audit checklist available on

its

by other New York State agencies for performing their

environmental audit required

also

these

from the college/ university. The NYSDEC

Pollution Prevention Unit also has

annual state

on all of

checklist

help a college or university determine what overall

It does

website, designed for use

above.

in the

by New York

State.105

This

format, however, it also

"yes/ no
90

provides a

of each major regulation.

summary

regulations at a greater

regulated

air

&

entity

water

must

level

permits, solid and

This

NYSDEC
indicates

protocol

is

and other

New York State

benefit to using this

newly

for

such as

handling,

outlines

the

requirements

land

that the

agencies are audited against, and

therefore,

the NYSDEC considers of highest priority. One

small

health

equipment, flammable

are

waste generation and

topics

is that it is

updated

annually to

reflect

Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) also offers free

such as

lockout/ tagout,

protocol covers

pesticide use and management, and

particular protocol

checklists

OSHA topics

The

promulgated regulations.

The Occupational

inspection

hazardous

because it

what requirements

revised or

compliance.

bulk storage,

useful

the

protocol covers

detail, clearly describing and evaluating what a

do to be in

chemical and petroleum

use.

of

This

and

safety

These

programs,

and combustible

electrical

in the "yes/no

businesses.106

checklists cover

very

self-

general

personal protective

materials, confined spaces,

safety, and hazard

communication.

very tittle

These

checklists

questionnair

format,

and offer

guidance

to the

auditor.

As

an alternative

to the free EPA protocols, there are

checklist products commercially.

services

that include

Many

periodic updates

regulations on which

they

are

of

these

to the

based. One

91

companies

that

offer audit

companies offer subscription

checklists

example of

to reflect revisions to the

these types of products is

Dakota
OSHA

Auditor,

an

auditing

alternative

for obtaining auditing

Manager, along with

revised

knowledgeable individuals,

created

and

programs will

environmental

literature

scratch", or

recommends

audit program

literature

be included;

to create them

existing

compliance, or both

program

to

water permit

should not

determination

All

of

the

scope of

the

should

following
the

the

(e.g.,

environmental and

the list

of standards

what

Wastewater

etc.)

and

health

be determined

when

be left for the initial
topics

program,

when

be

the

One

(e.g., hazardous
the audit

The applicability

developing protocols

be considered,

done

-

of

this

at each

facility.

as applicable within

discharges/ pretreatment/stormwater;

92

Next,

scope of

needed.

scope of

developing checklists:

Drinking water;

and safety).

chunks."

round of audits

should

be

only

included in the

that the

by topics into "90-minute

be followed

regulatory

topics are identified

specific

compliance,

potential

audit

that

The

audit program should

see what applies and what checklists will

is broken down

topic

and operations.

certain steps should

scope of

their

on

may be

protocols

whether audit program will cover

source recommends

storage,

that

the boundaries clearly delineated

organization should review

each

"from

developing the protocols. First, the

determined

waste

and

is for the Audit Program

protocols

to better suit the specific organization's facilities

industrially focused

the

other

Protocols may be

when

program, covering both EPA

regulations.107

A third

own.

checklist software

Air emissions;

Solid

and

Above
PCB

hazardous wastes;

and underground storage

tanks;

handling/ disposal;

Pesticide use;
Hazardous

Asbestos

materials

management;

handling/ disposal;

Emergency response and

spill

control;

Community right-to-know;
Worker right-to-know;
Industrial

hygiene;

Worker safety;

Process

Once

appropriate

the checklists

audits,

and

literature

topics

are

determined,

the

format/ style and level of detail for

be determined. As discussed above, this

the

experience

level

the desired nature, depth

recommends

completed, tested,

can

safety.

must

consideration of

and

that one

of

the

auditors

that

will

and procedures used

checklist

for

should

and made

final.
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a

be performing the

for the

one compliance area

and revised as necessary, and then the rest of

be developed, tested

involve

audits.

The

first be

the checklists

The types

of audit

what areas were

protocols/ checklists

checklists;

agency

and

tailored to

hand held

summarized

-

they created
that

contain

applied

computers

paper checklists.

Table 5-4

that

or checklists

determined actually
with

among

the

depending on

schools

being audited and who was performing the audits.

used either checklists

audit

varied

on

their own; EPA and/ or

were obtained

only those

schools

agency
a state

requirements that the school

to them. Three

of audit

state

from the EPA and/ or

of

the schools provide their

containing the checklist,

The details

The

while

checklist/ protocol

auditors

the other schools

use

for

use

each school are

in the table below.

Audit Checklist/Protocol Use
Audit ChecklisVProtocol Use

College/University
MIT

Use hand held

computer.

Yes/ No checklist questions based
on

regulatory

requirements.

For self-assessments,
asked

and

randomly
different from one
Questions

questions are

may be

audit

are weighted

the risk) and higher

to the

next.

(according

weighted

questions are asked more often.
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Table 5-4

-

Continued

College/University

Audit Checklisl/Protocol Use

Boston College

Laboratory

audits use simple

one-

page paper checklist which gives

specific

directions

For

non-lab

to

as

what

look for.

auditor should

areas,

regulatory

requirements are used as the
minimum standard

for

cases, the checklists

some

direct the

also

to look

auditor

In

audits.

at

"bigger

picture"

(management system)

issues

rather

obvious

All

Harvard

facts.

Checklists

Trinity College

computer.

are created

For laboratories,
is

checklist

For

her

uses

used

a standard paper

by auditors.

the internal audits and

own written notes

her knowledge

with

also used

requirements.

EPA

and

Connecticut DEP

checklists as a

basis for their lab

checklists and

the EHS Manager's

University of Rochester

For

laboratories,
is

computer

Standard

for

a

for

audit notes.

hand held

used.

Yes/ No checklist is

used

all audits.

The

checklist was created

and

is

revised

regulatory

from

year

Checklists

in-house

to

year as

priorities change and

compliance performance

RPI

based

and experience

the regulatory

Have

in-house.

areas, the EHS Manager

other

performs

on

in-house.

checklists are created

Use hand held

University

focusing on the

than

mirror

the

improves.

regulatory

requirements.

EPA

and

New York State DEC

checklists were used as
point.

went

do
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RPI

revised

along to

not apply.

them

the
as

starting

they

remove sections

that

5.2.3

Environmental Management System Audits

Only

one

school, the

this discussion

elements.

University

internal

of

UMR is

an

of

Missouri

at

Rolla (UMR),

was evaluated

environmental management system

ISO-14001

auditing

for

program

registered university.

5.2.3.1 Program Organization

Unlike the literature for

literature

available

for

organization

an

management must

environmental compliance audit

for EMS

audits

EMS auditing

and

not

program.

specify any

specific management

The literature

only that top

specifies

be actively involved in the EMS auditing program, providing

the resources necessary to carry

deficiencies,

does

programs, the

out

the

scope of each audit and correct

periodically reviewing the

program's progress and

effectiveness.

The

University

Coordinator.108

of

This

internal auditing

Committee,

Missouri

up

Rolla has

one

position oversees all

program.

made

at

appointed as

EMS activities,

including

Above the EMS Coordinator is the EMS

of eight upper

level

committee oversees and approves all

EMS internal auditing

individual

program

(and

management

EMS

activities.

all other

96

the EMS

the EMS

Advisory

individuals. This

Information regarding the

EMS programs) flows first to the

EMS

Coordinator,

Chancellor

of

the

then

up to the EMS

University.

The EMS internal auditing
compliance

Advisory Committee, and then up to the

program

is

separate

from the internal

auditing program, however the two

fact that the

compliance

auditing

major operational controls

program

is the

programs are

environmental

linked due to the

mechanism used

that are in place as part

of

the

overall

to verify the

EMS. In

addition, since the EH&S Department performs the compliance audits, their

department is

conforming

audited as part of the

with

EMS internal

audit

the requirements of the compliance

to ensure that

auditing

they are

program.109

5.2.3.2 Legal Issues

There

were no specific

legal issues discussed for internal

management system audits

because

environmental

in the industrially-focused literature. This is

environmental management system audits are used

organization

is conforming

procedures,

rather

the findings

of

issues for

an

than

EMS

with

with

internally-required

legally-required laws

audits are

less

likely to lead

organization, and therefore

protected under

legal

may

privileges.
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to

to evaluate how the

management practices and

and regulations.

Therefore,

liability or enforcement

not need

to

necessarily be

Although

no

legal

privileges are used

program, the school's EMS requires

for UMR's internal EMS auditing
of

confidentiality

the information

gathered

during internal EMS audits. Therefore, audit findings and reports are not
distributed
registrar

at all outside of

the campus community. In addition, the

that performs certification audits

confidentiality

the

contract with

of

UMR's EMS

also

has

third-party

a

school.110

5.2.3.3 Program Scope & Coverage

Objective, Scope & Criteria
The ISO 14001

auditing

standards

program should

has two

major goals:

planned

to do in its

1)

specify that

have defined

and

done

objectives.111

within an

In general,

to verify that the organization is

EMS,

and

being properly implemented
Each EMS

each audit

audit should also

2)

be

or more elements of

the

and maintained at all

levels

a well-defined scope

Typically,

each

management system

operations, checking

and corrective

facilities

is the EMS

are audited

action),

standard

EMS

the

of

audit

that

audit.113

98

audit

is

organization.112

describes the

and

the

centered around one

and

criteria against which

itself. The ISO 14001

be

extent

organizational

(e.g., implementation

specifies that the audit objectives and scope must

auditee prior to each

EMS

to verify that the EMS is understood and is

have

audited.

an

doing what it had

boundary of the audit, such as the physical location and

activities that will

internal EMS

standard

communicated

to the

The

objective of the

internal EMS auditing

the EMS performance

third

party

registrar audits.

activities and

centers

of all areas of

facilities

on

The

done

program

at

UMR is to

evaluate

the campus in between UMR's semi-annual,

the internal

scope of

UMR's campus,

as well as

audit program covers all

two off-campus

research

Missouri.114

in nearby St. Louis,

Frequency
EMS

audits are an

internal

mechanism

for

following their own environmental management system.
should

be

conducted on an

certification audits

particular

(if

The ISO-14001

applicable).

importance

of

the activity

the EMS

elements

The

standard

standard specifies

concerned and

audit schedule

(i.e.,

does

not

the

audits

specify

a

most

results of previous audits should

EMS

"periodic"

as an annual cycle.

EMS

should

be

annual assessment of all

into discrete

environmental

impacts

and

that are poorly followed are audited more frequently). The ISO

interpreting
all parts of an

that

aspects with serious potential

14001 -based literature indicates that

time

are

frequency for EMS audits, only specifying that they must be
"periodically."115

EMS

Internal EMS

they

ongoing basis in between any external, third party

conducted

guide

to verify that

an organization

elements

for

audited as

facilities

more

Ideally,

least

and

in

industry are

the literature suggests that

annually.116

This

activities, or it can

frequent audits.

99

practitioners

can

be

a one

be broken down

UMR

internal EMS

performs

external

annual

ISO

registrar performs

internal

activity

his

twice

per

year, usually just before its

its semi-annual

audit covers a sample of the

registration

campus,

with

Each

audit.117

every

semi

facility or

being audited at least once every two or three years (note that the

external registrar

so

audits

is

required to audit the entire scope of the

semi-annual audits covers a much

larger

EMS

once per

sample of campus than

do the

internal

semi-annual audits).

audited

during each semi-annual internal audit is selected based on the

The

sample of

facilities

and/or activities

year,

to be

following factors:
When the

facility or activity was last assessed;

Whether

or not

it is

Whether

or not

the

a new

facility or activity; and

facility or activity had

any

non-conformance

issues

during their last assessment that requires follow up.

The
is

schedule of

available to

addition,

internal EMS

the

each

audits.

accompany

facility or

of

This

the

is developed

by the EMS Coordinator, and

entire campus year-round on the school's

department is

audits and their schedule

to the

audits

allows

auditor

notified of

site.

In

any upcoming internal EMS

by the EMS Coordinator by e-mail a few weeks prior
the

faculty or department to assign a representative to

during the audit,

the EMS Coordinator that need to be

and

to ask

"last-minute"

helps build

and activities on campus and

100

questions

any

answered prior

notification and audit preparation process

between the facilities

intranet

to the

audit.

a cooperative

the EMS

This

relationship

Coordinator.

5.2.3.4 Auditor Selection

Auditor
As

and

and

Training

Audit Team Selection
in the "Auditor

mentioned earlier

internal

compliance audits, the

be independent of the
free from bias

activities

and

ISO 14000
that

they

or conflict of interest.118

audit a

department/ division

the auditor

under

has direct reporting

compliance audit

auditors to make

audit so

specifies

specify that

discussion for

auditors should

they can be

that

objective and

not exclude an organization

that internal

the management of

and accountability.

discussion above, there
up the

standards

This does

from using internal auditors; it merely

Selection"

Audit Team

an

auditors should not

individual to

which

As discussed in the

are several options

pool of potential auditors within an

for choosing
organization,

including using internal auditors or hiring external consultants to act as
auditors.

In addition,

recommended

using

This

college/ university EMS literature

faculty as auditors,

students and

a planned curriculum

students and

one

for internal

auditors.119

and

source

training

The benefit to this

them through

approach

is that

faculty have strong knowledge of the campus and its activities.

approach also provides a unique

environmental

degree

programs

graduate and enter the

job

market.

EMS auditing

is to

exchange

This

approach provides

that

the

learning experience for students in

they can carry with

Another

option

for

them

university

101

they

colleges and universities

services with other colleges and

college or

when

universities.120

with external auditors who

have detailed knowledge

associated with

Also

as

EMS

auditor or

have

lead

have

discussion

education.

If

educational

possess.121

completed at

five

in

an academic setting.

earlier

(Section 5.2.2), the

In summary, the

an auditor

In

has

least secondary education,

a

degree, they

addition

requirements, the ISO

to these work

standards

following personal attributes and

should

that

an

standard requires

years appropriate work experience or

appropriate work experience.

the

and maintenance

compliance audit

auditor must

a ininimum of

secondary

operational challenges

standard specifies specific educational and work experience

that auditors should

and

the organizational and

EMS implementation

discussed in the

ISO 14012

of

or equivalent

post-

have four

years of

experience and

specify that

auditor should possess

skills:

Competence in clearly expressing

concepts and

ideas orally

and

in

writing.

Interpersonal

skills conducive

(diplomacy, tact, listening

to

effective and efficient audit performance

skills).

Ability to maintain independence and objectivity.
Organizational

skills.

Ability to reach sound judgements based on objective evidence.
Ability to react with sensitivity to conventions and
region where audit

Ability to exercise

is

culture of

country

or

performed.

due

professional

code of ethics.
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care and adhere

to an appropriate

Audit teams

be

must

knowledge,

combination of

responsibilities.

Auditor

composed so

The

that the team

members

skills and experience to

carry

have the

out

their

appropriate

audit

audit team selection process should give consideration to122:

qualifications.

The type

of

organization, processes,

The number, language
expertise of

skills

activities or

functions

being audited.

(including sign language skills)

and

the audit-team members.

Any potential conflict of interest between audit team members and

the

auditee.

Requirements

The

of

clients,

bodies.

University of Missouri at Rolla currently has a pool of ten internal EMS

auditors,

These

audit.

including the EMS Coordinator,

auditors rotate

The

associate

on campus.

deans,

and

departments from

internal individuals, coming from

The

auditors

auditors

faculty and

all of

not

include

one graduate

staff that represent a wide

the campus,

Department. It was decided
EMS

who participates as an

auditor.123

during the year to make up teams of five auditors for each

auditors are all

departments

as

and certification and accreditation

to

not

use

various

student, two

variety

of

just individuals from the EH&S

too

many EH&S Department personnel

because the EMS Coordinator

impression that the EMS auditing

and-control"
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wanted

to

avoid

the "command-

program would promote

if the

majority
was

the team members

of

decided to include

from

were

students as

the

internal

EH&S Department. In addition, it

auditors to offer them a

hands-on

learning experience to complement the education that they are receiving at
UMR. The

on

students can

to jobs in

All

of

them

when

they

move

are not part of

their

to

of environmental management systems.

the internal EMS

Auditor

with

industry or in other higher education institutions, and will help

the practice

promote

then take their experience

auditors are volunteers.

normal

Their auditing

responsibilities

job description.

Training

As discussed
ISO 14012

above

standard specifies

through formal

specifies

in the "Auditor

that

classroom

that

section

auditors and

ttaining

auditors must

Training"

lead

and on-the-job

have the

for

compliance

auditors must

training.124

The

audits, the

be trained

standard

following amounts of on-the-job ttaining in

"qualified"

order

to

be

auditor:

considered a

Auditors: 20

workdays

Lead Auditors: 15

which

lead

they

act as

auditor

for

complete audits).

additional workdays

lead

at

(at least four

auditor under

least

(at least three

the

audits), in

supervision and guidance of a

one complete audit.
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complete

The ISO

standard specifies that auditor competence must

some suitable

including an interview,

means,

a written

be demonstrated

by

assessment, role playing,

or peer observation under actual audit conditions.

The literature

be trained

as

recommends that at

internal

auditors so

experience and skills.

place as scheduled

if

This

one

At UMR, internal EMS
course, and then in

an

internal

of

been

things

with

should

those

out audit

and

be

lead

auditor

auditors are

has

completed.

also

teaches the

observed

team, sharing

that auditing

can still

take

a schedule conflict.

trained

External

within an organization

can work as a

initially in an eight-hour classroom

course

Since the EMS auditing

requirements.

forms

they

approach also ensures

the EMS Coordinator is

ISO 14001,

that

four hour hands-on

auditor.125

ttaining have
and

a

least two individuals

in

order

program

consultants

involved. The

to become certified as

began,

lead the

two rounds

training

of

courses,

ttaining covers the requirements

auditors what questions need

to be asked and what

during an audit in order to determine compliance

The

ttaining

courses also

properly.
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teach the auditors

how to fill

5.2.3.5 Management Issues

Audit Reports
Much like

compliance audit

a written audit

be

provided

the

is

report.126

to the

The ISO 14000

client and also

audit report should

be

and signed

The ISO 14000

results should

standards require

to the auditee. The ISO

prepared under the

for its accuracy

responsible

dated

results, EMS audit

direction

and completeness.

be documented in

that the

audit report

standards

of

The final

specify that

the lead auditor,

report should

who

be

by the lead auditor.

standards require

that the EMS audit report include the

following

information127:
Identification

of

the

organization audited and

Agreed

scope and objectives of the audit;

Criteria

against which

Period

covered

the

audit was

by the audit and

conducted;

the dates conducted;

Identification

of the audit team members;

Identification

of

Statement

of

the

the

the client;

auditee's representative

confidential nature of

the

participating in the audit;

report contents

(as applicable);

Distribution list for the report;

Summary of the audit process, including any obstacles encountered;
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and

Audit findings,

to

with reference

evidence, and

supporting

conclusions

drawn from the findings.

The

report should summarize

auditors,

the results

and give

the overall impressions of the

including not only findings, but also strengths and

report should also acknowledge

Audit reports

problems.128

going viability

of

the

interim

should

overall

EMS

be

steps taken to correct

used

and

to

proficiencies.

The

known

by top management to track the on

identify trends and

patterns

in EMS

deficiencies.

At UMR, internal EMS

deficiencies
the

are

found

auditees aware of

appropriate on

record.

the

during an internal audit,
the

spot.

All findings

review of

audits.

the

audits are used as opportunities

overall

deficiency,
The

and provide guidance

written notes are

are compiled and

EMS. No formal

campus

auditors

easier and

and/ or

audit report

explained

community

less burdensome for

the paperwork

from the EMS to

control process

is

much easier

kept as

included in UMR's

that

was

at

the

is

framing as

a minimum.

to comply with,
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the audit

for internal EMS

beginning of UMR's ISO

anticipating lots

everyone

part of

annual management

generated

associated with the system, and were not pleased about

things

immediately make

auditors'

The EMS Coordinator

14000 efforts, the

the

for improvement. If

of paperwork

it. In

order

involved, UMR

to

make

attempts

to

keep

UMR has found that the document

since

there are less

documents

requiring
for

control.

Formal

each semi-annual

audit reports are generated

third-party

EMS

by the external registrar

audit.

Corrective Actions
In

order

to

effectively

organization must

investigated

and

have

should

for

some process

identified

effectiveness.

specify

and

in

place

action plan should

steps

the

deficiency from reoccurring.
committed

to

deficiency in a timely manner.

reviewed regularly, and

be documented,

completion.

If

an

and

EMS

the organization

by upper management,

necessary to improve the

be

completion and

or a

the corrective

by the level of management with the authority to

action plans should resolve

organization must

for

are

corrective and

tracked to

change within

follow

EMS.129

the immediate

same or similar problems exist elsewhere

same

that

action plans should

fundamental

signed

and

implemented,

that must be approved

be

during EMS audits, an

to ensure that deficiencies

identified,

responsibilities and schedules

capital expenditure

Corrective

are

Corrective

corrective action requires a

implement the

EMS deficiencies found

their root causes

preventive actions are

verified

manage

Once

in the

an

taking

Corrective

ups should

corrective actions taken are effective.
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be

consider whether

organization and prevent

EMS

the

issue,

the

deficiency is documented,

necessary

corrective action

action progress should

performed

the

the

to fix

be

to ensure that the

Corrective
several

actions

database

may be

programs available

organization

in

completion.

These

Notes

or

order

tracked manually

recorded and

commercially

to electronically track

systems can

Microsoft Outlook to

notification/ reminder

process

that

can

or

paper,

be

there are

by an

created

corrective action progress and

typically link

automate

or

on

to

mail programs such as

the corrective

Lotus

action

between the Audit Program Manager

and

the

affected areas.

The literature

recommends

linked to the EMS

that the compliance

conformance with an

into the

corrective action

be effectively
the

resolved.

EMS, they

UMR has

system

should

to track

with

actions

compliance audit

loop

of

the

Since the

be

used

the

audit

findings

school's e-mail

EMS,

since compliance

the

findings

are not somehow

non-compliance

in

compliance

place

that

never

in

for

Reporting

system,

database

(Paragon Business

Program).130

allowing

place

findings.

uses an electronic

and corrective actions

fed

issues may

corrective action mechanisms are

for tracking

Corrective Action

somehow

overall evaluation of an organization's

a corrective action process

Solutions, Inc.,
links

EMS. If

the

be

This is important,

corrective action process.

audits are a significant piece of

audit process

e-mails

This database

regarding

system

corrective

to be sent automatically through the

system.

When EMS deficiencies

are entered

into the

system.

identified

during an audit,

Coordinator

they

notification
sends out an e-mail
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to the

affected

The EMS

department

are

requesting

a response and an

replies with

responsible

for

plan

corrective action.

their proposed corrective action plan, the

for completing the

completion of

the action. The

EMS Coordinator

per

initial

on

corrective

action,

department is

due

been

Once

added

to

any

of

identify incomplete or

corrective actions

corrective action was

completely

up audit,

and appropriate

by physically looking for evidence of the corrective action.
are not

being completed,

advisory

committee,

and

the issue is brought to the

to the

If

that have

affected

departments/ activities

during the next internal audit. During the follow

verify that the

Once

completion.

has been completed, the

to the list

of

for updating the

out"

a corrective action

department or activity is
audited

to "close

system

the individuals

the expected date

their progress towards corrective action

corrective actions and

completed.

names of

also responsible

month, the EMS Coordinator reviews the

past

and

The department

to be

auditors

implemented

corrective actions

attention of

the EMS

Chancellor, if necessary.

Management Review & Evaluation
There

of

are no specific recommendations

the EMS auditing

program

is

an element of

documented

mentioned

program.

the

for

However,

overall

since

the internal EMS

EMS system, it

management review required

above, UMR's EMS

management review and evaluation

should

auditing

be included in the

by the ISO 14001

standard.131

undergoes an annual management

during which management reviews all findings from the
program.
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As

review,

internal EMS auditing

5.2.3.6

Supporting Tools

Audit Procedure,
The ISO 14001

but, it does

conducted

standard requires

not

recommends

Methodology & Plan

specify that this be

that, to

enhance

demonstrate

and

consistency

Because

an

of an

and

support the

procedure,

However, ISO 14010

reliability, audits

audit procedure would

that

a general

program.133

auditing

audit

should

be

and well-defined methodologies and

EMS

recommends

EMS

procedure.132

implement consistently if it were

14000-based literature

to

a written

according to documented

systematic procedures.

written

the development

This

not

be hard to

documented,

EMS

the ISO

audit procedure

be

audit procedure should

include

the following:

An

audit scope statement.

Audit planning,

including a

A description

how the

audit

of

schedule

for auditing

audit program will

protocol/ methodology

(i.e.,

guidelines

each

EMS

element.

be conducted,

including

for evaluating

all the

an

EMS

elements).

A

clear statement of roles and responsibilities

and

carrying

out

A description

of

audits,

and

reporting

for presenting

and

audit results

recordkeeping

procedures.

Ill

for planning, scheduling
to management.

mechanisms and

As

part of the overall audit program

referred to as protocols or

audits,

so

that the audits

reliable results.

procedures,

guidelines)

should

are performed

The methodology

evidence.

The methodology
may be in

(also

be included for performing

consistently

should

be collected, analyzed, interpreted

will

specific methodologies

specific

and provide consistent and

specify the way in which information

and recorded to

checklist or

be

used as audit

bullet format,

and should

be

fairly generic, since the specifics of the organization's EMS will likely change
over

time.

Typically,

the

methodology

will provide guidance

for:

Reviewing records and documents;
Interviewing personnel;
Inspecting facilities;

Observing work practices;

and

Recording findings.

In

addition

that

to the EMS audit

an audit plan

should

units

to be audited, EMS

expectations

is

be developed for

include information

and structure.

advisable

plan.135

change

The

for

each

elements of

methodologies, ISO 14011 requires

individual

such as audit

In addition, the

audit.134

highest priority,

and report

one audit

is necessary because
to the

audit plan

function

and

content, format

audit plan should reflect management's

from the

auditee.

upper management review and approve

audit plan

The

criteria, organizational

environmental performance

to have

from

procedures and

next.

ensure

the EMS

which should

be

given

this, it

audit

audit scope and criteria will

The plan,
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To

likely

to the

auditee prior to

communicate

the audit,

regarding

UMR does have

a

observed

the basis

The EMS

auditor and the auditee

happen

audit procedure

the

order

in

audit checklist

a

forms

used

place

that

specifies

the internal EMS

with

training

kept in

an electronic

printed out and given

verifying

to the

paper checklists with

be

used as

program.136

by UMR's internal EMS auditors are

auditors.

handwritten

This

should

the EMS elements, is

database, from which

compliance or

audit

auditors.

listing of the specific requirements of the ISO 14001

checklists are

the

to ask and what things

to determine compliance

auditor

to clearly

during the audit.

responsibilities of

for the internal EMS

notes

lead

which specifies what questions

in

essentially

their

what will

formal

schedule and outlines

procedure,

allows the

During the audit,

their

notes

notes
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The

paper copies are

the

auditors write

in

regarding deficiencies. These

become

audit.

standard.

part of

the

audit record

for

each

6.0

DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS & CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Discussion

Overall,

a

few

audit program

and universities

design trends

interviewed. Some

of

were observed

the trends observed

among the

colleges

were:

Hiring external consultants to perform initial compliance audits,
using

a mixture of

first and second-party

auditors

for

and

subsequent

audits.

Bringing in external consultants to perform periodic
three to five year)

third-party compliance

Relying heavily on the
providing any initial

audits.

past experiences of

or

auditor

on-going

(anywhere from

individual

auditors without

fraining.

Having procedures in place for tracking corrective

actions

to

completion.

Determining frequency
and risks perceived

for

of audits

handling/ management)

element varied some

were

from

on

regulatory

requirements

each area.

Focusing heavily on laboratories

Although these trends

based

(chemical

and waste

.

observed, the implementation of each

one school

to the next,
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design

depending on the

structure/ organization
numerous other

information

of

the

school's

factors. In general, the

gathered

from the

program recommendations

for

6.2

in

size of

comparison of the

industry

showed

that the

the school, and

"real

colleges and universities to the

design features implemented in
applied

management, the

world"

internal

audit

same audit program

industry can be equally and

as

effectively

an academic setting.

Recommendations for RTF

Rochester Institute

comprehensive

2001,

an

Technology (RIT)

ISO 14001 -based

EMS gap

student.138

of

implementing a

by Ed Matthews,

system.137

an

RIT

Since the gap analysis, RIT has been working hard to

recommended

in the gap

internal auditing

impacts. One

analysis

program

report,

recommendations

to RIT for

recommendations

take into

universities

of

will

The

programs, and the

implement

be to

consideration

May

graduate

identify

for RIT,

as

develop and implement an

compliance and

the internal

designing this internal auditing program.
the

audit program

recommendations

an

next steps

In

following paragraphs outline some

have included in their existing

industry. These

the

for auditing regulatory

environmental management system.

and

process of

environmental management

analysis was performed

environmental aspects and

auditing

is in the

elements

that

The

other colleges and

compliance and management system

design

elements

commonly

used

in

by no means prescribe the only way to design

internal auditing

program
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in

a

university setting;

they

are

simply

suggestions

based

on

universities and on practices

legal department

each element

RIT is in

and

top

into its internal auditing

auditing

used

commonly

management when

program

in

implementing a formal, ISO 14001

-based

have

in

that,

observed organization ensures

evaluating
not ensure

their level

that

compliance

in place,

issues

will

be in

performance and

in

currently have
it is in the

but do

not

have

basis,

an environmental

process of

Many of the

on a periodic

a cycle of continual

that RIT

operational

process of

continue

controls,

that the implementation
RIT

place

from

schools

an

the

to

audit.

place.

This

schools are

however, it does

compliance or ensure

audit

interviewed

EMS in

their legal obligations,

RIT,

that

with a

non

formal EMS

must put

of

this

the

improvement.

implementing the

is only

EMS

one component of

on

campus, and

the EMS, it is

focusing its efforts on its EMS implementation.

Once the framework for the EMS is

priority.

its

a position of superior environmental compliance and

since the compliance audit process

the EMS's

should consult

considering how to incorporate

EMS.

taken to improve

are not repeated

Since RIT is already in the

recommended

not

of compliance with

actions are

in industry. RIT

place and that

a compliance audit program

other colleges and

program.

in that it does

a unique position

compliance

the information gathered from

established, and

processes and

RIT begins

procedures, it is recommended

compliance audit program

program

in

place as a

116

implementing

be

made a

legal necessity in

high

order

to

provide some mechanism

obligations.

to

Once the EMS

implemented,

and as

determine

and

6.2.2

the compliance

it is meeting its legal

audit program are

long as the EMS is appropriately managed

the environmental compliance

less tedious

whether or not

auditing

and will contribute

process will

to the EMS's

loop

fully

and resourced,

eventually become less

of continuous

and

improvement.

Program Organization

Although regulatory

compliance audits and environmental management system

audits are often performed

to meet very different objectives,

they

share some

basic fundamental elements, including139:

Clearly

defined

objectives and

Auditors independent

of

Auditors

due

who exercise

Procedures to define the
Relevant

Written

the

combine

of

allows an organization

to

care;

to base the audit;

to document

two types of audits

audit;

the audit;

audit

results;

and

implementing and tracking corrective

these basic design similarities, it

the

they

professional

Procedures for developing,

Because

activities

conduct of

criteria on which

reports

scope;

into

one

makes sense

internal

conserve resources
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in

most cases

audit program.

This

actions.

to

structure

by using common auditors,

procedures,

some

and systems.

implications

of programs.

only

a

audit

large

lines"

"fuzzy

organization

as

to consider

differs from

programs, one for compliance

dedicated to

staff

Currently,

management system.

available, it is important to

make

program as simple as possible

recommended that

specifics of

RIT

UMR,

the

for its EMS. UMR, however,

performance,

including an EH&S

and a separate committee

and

Safety at RIT acts as
for the

EH&S human

management of

to handle the

environmental

resources

the internal

auditing

for the EH&S Manager. Therefore, it is

develop one internal auditing program to cover both
The

compliance and environmental management system auditing.

integrating the two types of audits will

each audit program element

Administration

and

of

the Provost

responsible corporate officers

RIT's EMS, the Vice President for Finance
of

for

program.

environmental

performance.140

their

full

operating
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and

It is

essential

and public support

In addition, these individuals

adequate resources are allocated to

and

the Institute have been identified as the

management representatives give

internal auditing

be discussed in detail for

below.

In the on-going development

that these

the

are

UMR has two separate, but

place.

additional

there

the two types

combining

what was observed at

regulatory issues

With very tittle

below,

sections

the Manager of Environmental Health &

the main point of contact for EH&S

regulatory

when

and one

environmental

Department that handles compliance,
EMS.

discussed in the

formal EMS in

school evaluated with a

linked

has

This

and

However,

must ensure

mamtaining the

to the

that

audit

Prior to the implementation

program.

individuals

should

issue

program's purpose and

commitment

ongoing

an

its

internal

of the

auditing

audit program

relevance within

program, these

policy explaining

RIT's community

to environmental performance. RIT's

the

as a part of their

management should

keep in mind that it is of great importance for them to promote the internal
auditing

way for

program as an

management

opportunity for improvement for the school,

to "check

up"

on

the performance of the individuals in

RIT's departments. This is important for RIT because the EMS,
the internal auditing program,

school's

EH&S

community the impression

will reside within and

This

organization.

of an

therefore, it is important for top

The EH&S Manager

President

and

program and

Manager

informed

should

implementation

to determine

have

the Provost in

should also

department

so, to

must

of

of

have

a

management

line

to

the

relationship

audit program so

that the

to

privilege

therefore,

control of

give

the

the

campus

control"

program,

and

promote a cooperative effort.

of communication

with

up to the Vice

beginning
that

stages of

development

all appropriate steps can

maintained
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failures. The EH&S

the legal department. The legal

privileges should

is

the

may

and

program's successes and

legal

under

and

keep them actively involved in the

be involved from the

whether or not

make sure

EHS "command

order

the

be

organizational structure

some

not as a

and

be taken

be invoked for audits,

and

throughout the audit process.

if

6.2.2

Legal Issues

As

mentioned

above, RIT

should

involve the institute's legal department in the

beginning stages and throughout the development of the internal auditing
The legal department can

program.

advise the

whether or not attorney-client privilege should

and can ensure

that

all appropriate steps are

mamtaining that privilege. In
regulatory

guidance to the

in the

even participate

It is

recommended

EPA

protect

EH&S Manager

consider

taken to meet the

and

RIT from

discovered

during internal audits.

within

help

school and the state and

associated with

to

to

Federal regulatory

the auditing

NYSDEC

correct

of

provide

and

the EPA's Audit

If violations

are

disclosed to the

the

violation.

agencies.

EPA to

will

regulatory

The legal

department,

obligations.
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that RIT is

if

above, can assist

inappropriate for RIT to disclose

ensure

help

relationship between the

program as recommended

or

This

violations of permits or

encourage a cooperative

deciding when it is appropriate

violations to the

for

twenty-one days of discovery. In addition, RIT

certain penalties related

and will

requirements

the internal auditors, and could

taking advantage

prompt and appropriate actions

requirements,

with

for any internal audits,

addition, the legal department can also

that RIT also

the NYSDEC

take

closely

used

during any internal audit, they should immediately be

and

must

be

audits as auditors.

Policy for any violations
found

EH&S Manager regarding

obeying its legal

6.2.3

Program Scope

and

Coverage

Objective, Scope & Criteria
The

recommended

First, in line

objectives.

audit

integrated internal auditing

program, the

the

the ISO 14001

be

program would

with all elements of

portion of

with

its EMS.

audit program will

requirement

aimed at

Secondarily,

RIT's EMS, instead

of

be to verify RIT's

focusing only

audits should also

in

to ensure compliance, and verify that

implemented

As

in the

RIT's internal auditing
owned or operated

EMS internal

conformance

the compliance

compliance with

its

compliance audit program will

facts

they

are

be

of compliance as

portion of

at procedures and operational controls

RIT's

that

are

being properly

audit programs evaluated at other

program should cover all of

the

schools, the scope

facilities

of

and activities

by RIT. By determining the scope of its EMS, RIT has

considered all parts of

off-campus properties to

aspects and

several

and maintained.

was observed

carefully

of

on observable

internal

place

an

universities, the compliance

was observed at other colleges and

look

for

have

verifying RIT's

the objective

regulatory requirementsHowever, because the
part of

program would

its

campus and other

determine

may be

areas

or operated

what areas pose significant environmental

impacts. While the EMS

and off-campus, there

RIT-owned

should cover all

that

were
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high EHS

determined to be

risk areas

on-

outside of the

scope of

be

the

audited.

should

EMS, but which
As

suggested

are still subject to regulation and therefore should

in Section

take into consideration

establishing the

the

all of

audit program

Facilities

5.2.2.3, in

scope,

as applicable:

Warehouses,

leased

RLT has

over which

be comprehensive, RIT

following types of faculties when

owned and operated or

Joint ventures

order to

and operated

by RIT.

operational responsibility.

administrative and office

buildings

owned and operated

byRH.
Real

estate owned

Acquisitions

In

addition

RIT

to

audited against.

issues into its

RIT.

physical scope of

Although RIT does

management

OSHA health

start

This

addition to

at

and

approach

the internal

auditing program,

safety

recommended

integrate

regulations

with

all

EPA

that

into the auditing

it

will ensure

RIT, like

by the chemicals and
the

other agents

that

they

to

program

from the

thing"

right
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injuries.

-

in

that the people who work

work with.

accidents and

safety

the other

safety

risks posed

Integrating health

program will also provide additional protection

related

be

environmental regulations

RIT's desire to "do the

the environment,

will

to incorporate health and

day are safe and free from the health and

the institute every

from legal liabilities

not plan

system, it is

is in line

protecting

safety issues into

contractors.

to choose the scope of the criteria that the campus

colleges and universities evaluated,

and

disposal

and commercial waste

specifying the

will also need

by

Further, it will

and

for RIT

provide a

for RIT to

mechanism

related

legal

numerous

apply to

topics

audits

apply.

the

obligations.

RIT

-

by

evaluate whether or not

The

will need

to

find

also

find

be done

topics

and

guidance with

least,

the

narrow

which are

evaluation

campus a

identify which regulatory topics did

as suggested

to

by the industrial literature,

the

or

in the

few

did

emissions;

Solid

and

Above

hazardous wastes;

and

underground

storage

tanks;

PCB handling/ disposal;
Pesticide use;

Hazardous

Asbestos

materials management;

handling/ disposal;

Emergency

response and spill

Community

control;

right-to-know;
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down

are

which

determined

not

audit report

not apply.

to

from

This

At the very

following topics should be

discharges/ pretreatment/ stormwater;

Drinking water;
Air

safety

OSHA

years ago.

considered:

Wastewater

and

and

during the first round of internal

noting

this

external audit that was performed on

report should

by both EPA

some mechanism

could

all potential

evaluating

RIT may

regulations covered

This

the school.

it is meeting its health

Worker

right-to-know;

Industrial

hygiene;

Worker safety;

Process safety;

and

Laboratory safety.

Following the lead of the colleges and
is

recommended that

topics for compliance

conformance and

their

RIT break its

audits.

which

they

size and

are subject.

because the

they have

other

to use their

campus

Because RIT

compliance, it may

natural management

job

divisions

rather

auditors will

time in the

will

units

this

than

by media/ regulatory

logical to

audit areas

most efficient

non-EH&S

on

be limited in

departments

to auditing, it

way

based

the areas of regulation to

on

compliance auditor pool will

addition

thesis, it

be auditing both EMS

be taken from
in

interviewed for

down into

seem more

Because RIT's

responsibilities

auditing

universities

possible.

will

If

where

be important

areas are

divided

by their natural management divisions, auditors with expertise in certain
regulatory

areas

required to

(e.g., hazardous waste, emergency

be involved

areas are

divided up

expertise

may only be

as audit

team members more

be

more

response) may be

frequently. However, if

by regulatory media, auditors with various areas of
required

to

participate

in

audits once per audit cycle.

Breaking campus down by media/ regulatory topics
auditors to

and spill

focused.
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will allow

the audits and

For the management system
should

be RIT's EMS

portion of

standard

the

itself. All

auditing program,

the audit criteria

elements of the standard should

be

includingtop management commitment, key EMS processes and

audited,

procedures,

awareness,

roles and

and

responsibilities, availability

documentation. RIT

should also

of

resources,

training

and

keep in mind, as demonstrated

by the University of Missouri at Rolla, that the process of compliance auditing is
a part of

one of

the overall EMS.

Therefore,

the elements that is audited

the compliance

under

auditing

the EMS portion

of

be

process should

the

auditing

program.

Frequency
Based

on

the information

the industrial audit

perform one

initial

gathered

RIT's

multi-media compliance audit of

and will give

current

level

of compliance.

the

external auditors to perform a

internal

results of

audit.

compare

this

audit

The

audit results will act as the

regulatory

may be

of various

on

in

look

at

baseline level

to improve. Since RIT

compliance audit within

used

regulatory

upper management a close

school can strive

However, before using

thoroughly review

universities, and

the entire campus. The

down the applicability

the EH&S Manager and

of compliance upon which

years, the

other colleges and

frequency recommendations, it is recommended that RIT

results of this audit will narrow

topics,

from

hired

the last few

place of another multi-media

these results, the

EH&S Manager

should

the scope and findings of the previous audit in order to

them to the internal auditing

program scope and current
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operations at

RIT. If

the scope of

the

is

previous audit

not similar to

the

scope of

the

developing internal audit program, or if the information is severely outdated,
then RIT

For

to perform a

subsequent audits,

guidelines.

some

the

want

may

Facilities

frequency

suggested

frequency should be determined using the following

should

determined

facility. This

be

audited

or

frequency can be determined

by

any

a rough

areas

the

every year, that areas

every two years,
As

and

that areas

example, RIT may

of

potential

using the

of

low

risk

consider

These

of each

former EH&S Manager
environmental

be

on

during the EMS gap

regulatory issues that most
that the

and

place

areas of

EH&S

audited

risk

for

high EH&S
be

audited

every three

years.

the frequencies in Table 6-1 for

suggestions are

media, and

former EH&S Manager indicated

that

or moderate

observed at other colleges and universities

inherent risk

methodologies

(see Section 5.2.2.3

suggests

at

the overall EH&S risk of

that RIT may already have in

literature

to

and

resources

low EH&S

want

involving each media listed.

frequencies

literature

other method

assessing EH&S risk. In general,
audited

internally for regulatory compliance

by the media involved

by industrially focused

Appendix B),

risk be

new audit.

for

information

analysis

affect

in

based

each

on

the

media, the

provided

by

RIT's

May 2001 outlining the

RIT. The information from the

following issues are present on RIT's

campus:

Several

exempt air emissions sources and one source

by-rule in

order

to be

exempt

from permitting
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that is

capped-

requirements.

One
to

aboveground storage tank

reach water

Stormwater
to

a

Chemical

owned

-

potential

works

discharges to

surface waters and

(POTW).

generation,

including medical waste.

requirements.

materials.

use.

Suggested RIT Compliance Audit Frequency
Media

Frequency

Every

the

use and storage.

Asbestos containing

Table 6-1

treatment

and solid waste

SARA reporting

Pesticide

gasoline with

event of a spill.

and periodic wastewater

publicly

Hazardous

in the

containing

Solid

Year

and

wastes

materials management

Laboratory

safety

Above

Every Two Years

hazardous

Hazardous

storage

tanks

Worker safety
Air emissions

Emergency
Pesticide

response and spill control

use

Community right-to-know
Worker

right-to-know

Industrial hygiene

Every Three Years

Wastewater
PCB

discharges/ pretreatment/ stormwater

handling/ disposal
handling/ disposal

Asbestos

In

addition

at some

to second-party

audits at

point, desire to implement

the frequencies described above, RIT may,

self-assessments within

areas, particularly in the laboratories. At

individual operating

other colleges and
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universities,

self-

assessments

resources

have

that

proven

are available

assessments should not

of

the

to be

operating

areas.

be

an effective

to the internal

way

to supplement the
auditing

auditing

program.

used as a replacement to

Each

area should still

be

second-

audited at

However,

or

the

self-

third-party

audits

suggested

frequencies

by independent auditors with no accountability to the management

responsible

for the

Once

year.

being audited.

fully implemented
To

choose

spread out

to break the

example, the

its

campus

In

order

to

get a

it is

EMS

other

experience

EMS

the burden

elements should

of

auditing

be

audited at

the entire scope

down into smaller,

more

frequent

least

of the

once per

EMS, RIT may

audits.

As

an

University of Missouri at Rolla found it easiest to audit a sample

to five years to

complete

all

audit

twice per

functioning,

from

area

year.141

fresh

perspective on

recommended

how the internal auditing

that RIT

These

external auditors could

colleges/ universities

with

program

is

bring in third-party auditors every three

perform a multi-media compliance audit

audit.

of

the

be

appropriate

necessary for effectively evaluating RIT's

and, if desired

by RIT,

consultants or auditors

level

of

knowledge

operations.

This

practice

was observed as a common practice at the other colleges and universities

evaluated.
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and

a

6.2.4

Auditor Selection &

Auditor

and

Training

Audit Team Selection

With limited EH&S
individuals from

auditors.

This

personnel

other

in place, RIT

departments to

approach

will

make

have to rely

up the

heavily on

pool of potential

internal

may actually reap benefits for the internal auditing

program; at least one of the college/ university representatives interviewed

mentioned

accepts

that

the internal

rather than as a

Department

if

types

Auditing."

of audit

taken this

may

credit

for

the EMS

use students as auditors.

This

program at

protocols, and

to

more

campus

be

well prepared

the

goal of

improvement,

the

RIT includes

to

EH&S

entire organization.

a course

techniques

titled "Internal

and

procedures,

findings. Students

program or

RIT

for the EH&S

participate on an audit

Co-op

of

spreading

giving

who

have

team. RIT

academic

participate as auditors.

When selecting internal auditors, RIT may find it difficult to find
and students who

easily

up entirely

curriculum

management of audit

hiring students through

students

The

course covers various audit

course would

consider

with

environmental performance across

to

for

the audit teams are not made

This is in line

Management Master's Degree

EH&S

that the community

up,"

personnel.

also choose

they found

program as a mechanism

auditing

"check

responsibility for
may

their campus,

on

have

prior

auditing

experience.

Therefore,

faculty,

staff

during the

auditors'

selection process,

RIT

should

focus

more on
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the

potential

areas of

expertise, experience

length

of

that will

experience, knowledge

be

the

basis for the

interpersonal

mind

the campus,

will need

should

ideas

language

should

auditors.

and/ or

EH&S Manager

training than

having two lead

the

so

that

to

a

scheduling

rely

on

ensure

that

they

the

least

to listen and

RIT is home to the

communicate

using

at

least two internal

of

auditing
be

highly

one other

be

The

individual

Also, by

avoided.

on each other's experience and

issues. The

areas of expertise of

adequately
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keep

entire campus

team members.

conflicts can

perform audits.

can

at

should

potential auditors.

other audit

dealing with auditing program

depends

to the

higher level

lead auditor, but

and

RIT

auditors, and need to

the

criteria

management

and able

since

to

the

together efficiently,

program

evaluating

have

other

and guide

audit

frequency at which RIT will
auditors

the

work

appropriately train

should

auditors, the two can

when

auditor pool

to direct

could act as one

be trained

knowledge

select and

to

(NTID), ability

considered when

These individuals

organized and able

should

be

that RIT

recommended

experience

able

of

personality

considered.

In addition,

clearly.

higher education,

requirements,

be friendly, tactful,

National Technical Institute for the Deaf

lead

to be

be

of

knowledge

each potential auditor's

The individuals

communicate concepts and

It is

and

be representing the internal auditing

during audits.

sign

institutions

(i.e., regulatory

and communication skills should

that these individuals

and will also

of

audits

In addition,

system elements).

in

with various operations at

RIT

the

size of

rest of

auditors chosen and

should select and

cover all of

the

train

the

enough

the necessary audits,

and

to

also allow

on

for

the audit team for

Auditor

RITs

on

issues that may

affect

auditors should

techniques,

in

including

that RIT's community is

found

May 2001

of

knowledge

of environmental requirements and

they work

in.142

RIT

include

6.2.6)

be trained initially. The framing

auditors

to

auditors

experience.

a review of

results.

conduct

the

to

ask and what

RIT may

the first round

the

want

processes

to

criteria.

of audits and

to

observe

The

in

training

(discussed below in

for performing the

consider

the

audits

bringing in external

simultaneously train

the

by including them on the audit team for a hands-on training

Other

should

the

All

procedures and

overall audit procedure

options

include sending

hiring consultants to provide classroom

Auditors

to take this

should cover all of

auditing

guidance on what questions

so auditors are aware of

for reporting

will need

deterrnining how the auditor pool will be trained.

evaluate compliance or non-compliance with

to

should also

or

department/ area.

(regulatory requirements), and

applicable criteria

internal

audit of a

the areas that

consideration when

internal

and

placed

strategic environmental management challenge,

however, they felt a lack

Section

is

"repeat"

each

analysis performed

willing to take

order

auditor

Training

The EMS gap

into

to be rotated around so that a fresh

auditors

be periodically

matures and evolves

to

ensure

auditors

they

framing

courses,

the internal auditing program

are still
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external

training.

re-trained as

that

to

following the appropriate

auditing

procedures.

In

that auditors maintain

addition

wide

This

to

fraining the

training/ awareness

currency in their

however it is

expressed a

the

formats

-

RIT

lack

into

place

conferences, etc.) to

want to consider a

off of

the audit

campus-

program.

college/ university evaluated,
as mentioned

knowledge

of

above, the RIT

the EH&S requirements

they work in. This fraining would help

This

(e.g.,

and

spread

environmental performance

program could

take place in various

by classroom sessions, or by visiting each area to be

responsible

provide

be meeting
audits.

the major

for

each area.

The

the areas to be audited

sessions would

with guidance on

be

an

how they

their compliance requirements and on what to expect

organizations could

describes

put

discussing the pertinent regulatory issues with those individuals

opportunity to

the internal

of

organization.

it could be done

working in and/ or

should

other

distribute the responsibility for

entire

audited and

any

for RIT because,

that affect the areas that

awareness and

kick

program prior to the

recommended

community has

across

be

areas of expertise.

internal auditors, RIT may

practice was not observed at

issues

should

development, certifications, memberships,

professional

ensure

In addition, mechanisms

The NYSDEC

be

used as

fraining

manual

the basis for this

requirements of several
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for

campus-based

fraining

regulatory

during

effort.143

This

program areas.

manual

6.2.5

Management Issues

Audit Reports
RIT

should

develop a consistent audit report format to be used for all audits

performed as part of the

requirements of

elements,

internal

ISO 14000,

audit program.

Consistent with

each audit report should

include the

the

following

at a minimum144:

Identification

of

the organization audited

Agreed

scope and objectives of the audit;

Criteria

against which audit was

Period

covered

by audit and

the client;

conducted;

dates conducted;

Identification

of audit

Identification

of auditee's representative

Statement of

and

team members;

participating in

confidential nature of contents

the audit;

(as appropriate);

Distribution list for report;

Summary of audit process, including any obstacles encountered; and
Audit findings,

with reference

to

supporting evidence,

and conclusions

drawn from the findings.

The

audit report should

direction

of

be

completed

the lead auditor,

completeness and

by the

and should

consistency

with

RIT's

be

audit

team members, under the

reviewed

by the EH&S Manager for

standard audit report
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format. Once

the audit report should

be distributed to,

at a

management and the responsible

individual for the

area audited.

complete,

should

be kept

as controlled

documents

under

provides upper management with a review of

and provides

RH may
curb

the audited area with

choose

from the

practice

is

and suggestions

issues

promote the

to eliminate. At

EMS

is

doing,

for improvement.

in

order

to

non-conformances.

the enforcement efforts should come

"command

other colleges and

operating areas/ departments

or

reports

audit report

each audited area

for the

particular

Enforcement measures doled

organization.

Department will

auditing

RIT,

how

upper

Audit

of enforcement measures

non-compliance

used at

RIT's EMS. The

management representatives responsible

from the EH&S

aims

to implement some type

reocoirring regulatory

However, if this

feedback

minimum,

out

approach

universities, it

responded much more

was

not

by the EH&S

control"

and

area,

that the EMS

found that the

positively to the internal

program when enforcement measures were not used.

It

was reported

by several of the college/ university representatives interviewed that during each
audit, findings

and/ or

are shared

fraining is

given

immediately with the audited

to

all

operation/ area. One school,
no-enforcement approach

issue fines for

audit.145

The

laboratories

with control over

however, found it effective

for the first three

non-compliance

school

individuals

area, and guidance

issues found

audits of

its

the affected

to use the cooperative,

laboratories,

and

then to

during the fourth laboratory

felt that by the fourth audit, the individuals running the

were given

fair warning

and sufficient
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fraining

that

they

should

have

remained

in

compliance.

seriousness of non-compliance

The fines

to demonstrate the

were used

issues.

Corrective Actions
RIT's Strategic Environmental Management Initiative
RIT

will

develop

authority to
Internal

procedures to allocate

findings

conformances should

managed and

is

areas

in

This

non-compliance and

into

this system

in

order

nonconformance.146

EMS

to be

issues,

the

this

system should

of

RIT's

keeping

the regulatory requirements. For EMS non

corrective action

necessary for correcting

EH&S Manager to

properly

long-term responsibility for

may

need

depending on the magnitude

At the very least, the

non

developing and implementing corrective

approach will promote

issues,

organization,

measures

of

down to the department or operating level

compliance with

conformance

of the

entered

responsibility for

pushed

organization.

be

regulatory

tracked. For regulatory non-compliance

ensure that the

actions

of

indicates that

and provide appropriate

take action to resolve incidents

manage and

audit

responsibility

(RITSEMI)

to take place

of

the

at

deficiency

higher levels

and

the

the deficiency.

corrective action management system should allow the

keep track of the people responsible for implementing

corrective actions and

the due dates

should review the system

of

the

periodically to

should contact responsible

individuals

specific actions.

The EH&S Manager

identify outstanding action items

when
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items

are not complete

and

by their due

date. Once

corrective actions are reported as complete

area/ department,

a

follow up

audit or

completeness and effectiveness of

The

corrective action process

Program

is

the

inspection

in

one process

corrective action plans

the

campus

may

conununity,

an organization such as

difficult to

separate

individual is

"command

person who

while

RIT

the EH&S

follows up

Manager,

who also acts

on and enforces completion of

the "command

control"

impression to

and

with

limited human

resources

hats."

many

In

order

available, it is

function,
to move

since one

away from the

impression, it will be very important for RIT's EH&S

chain

to the

should

their

handled

want

to

Manager to

push

responsibility for

responsible areas and

be

completion

dates

keeping a record

as part of

for ensuring that corrective

outside of

consider

corrective actions are

the EH&S

using

some

corrective actions

their lower level management. The

only for

responsible

final

enforcement measures

that

a combined

control"

and

action plans and

RIT may

in

the Audit

the EMS strives to eliminate this impression. In

to "wear

required

EH&S Manager

somehow

clear

the EH&S function from the EMS

Manager/ Audit Program
down the

promote

be done to verify the

which the role of

Manager/ EH&S Manager may not be

lead auditor, be the

should

corrective action.

EMS/ compliance auditing program. Having
as a

by the operating

of corrective

the EMS. The

actions are completed must

be

organization.

type of

enforcement mechanisms

properly implemented
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within

to ensure

the specified time

frame. Once

between

environmental performance

upper management and

corrective actions should

affected

be

RIT's

accountability

structures are

departments, accountability for

can

be

accomplished

by requiring the

management representative's certification that corrective actions

conformance

and

have effectively

issue. In addition,

EH&S

Management Review

have been

repaired the non-compliance or non

some portion of that management

representative's annual performance review could

management of

place

to the management representatives for the

given

school/ department. This

implemented

in

be based

on

their

responsibilities.

Evaluation

and

RIT's Strategic Environmental Management Initiative

(RITSEMI)

RIT's top

document the suitability,

adequacy

management will

periodically

and effectiveness of

the internal auditing

focused auditing
place annually.

presenting the

the

EMS.147

program as part of

program

evaluate and

literature

The EH&S Manager

RIT

this

should

an evaluation of

management review.

recommends

should

include

of audits planned and

Liabilities

Trends in

Statistics

Results

most

be involved in this

on

of

completed;

affecting the organization;

non-compliance

meeting

issues;

corrective action plan

formal feedback from auditees;
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Industrially

that this review should take

following information to top management:

Number

indicates that

schedules;

review

by

Development
Timeliness
Annual

Top

and

and

implementation

quality

updates

of audit

this

review

been dedicated to the internal auditing

to

evaluate

the

effectiveness of

or

the

need

programs;

and

to ensure that sufficient

program and

procedures are appropriate and adequate.

implemented,

6.2.6

reports;

fraining

to program guidance manual and audit

management should use

auditing

of auditor

any

to

ensure

protocols.

resources

that

all

Management may

enforcement-type measures

have

internal

also want

that have been

for them, if none have been implemented.

Supporting Tools

Audit Procedures, Methodologies & Plan
In

order

EMS)

to adequately demonstrate

requirement

internal auditing

to

develop auditing procedures,

procedure.

for both EMS auditing
procedure should

An

compliance with

and

include

The

the ISO 14001

RIT

should

(and RIT

develop an

procedure should outline processes

regulatory

each of

the

compliance auditing.

The

to be

used

audit

following elements:

audit scope statement.

Audit planning documentation,
EMS

element and each

including a

schedule

media/ regulatory topic.
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for auditing

each

A description

of

how the

audits will

protocols/ methodologies (i.e.,

be conducted,

guidelines

for evaluating

elements, regulatory compliance checklists). This
timelines for

completing

tasks

specific audit

including audit
all the

should

EMS

include

(e.g., draft and final

report

submittal).

A

clear statement of roles and responsibilities

and

carrying

out

A description

procedures,

of

audits,

and

reporting

for presenting

and

for planning, scheduling

audit results

to management.

mechanisms and

recordkeeping

including a standard format for audit reports.

Audit Protocols
A

key piece of RIT's internal auditing program will be choosing the appropriate

audit

checklists/ protocols to be

used

for evaluating regulatory

environmental management system performance.

there are two main options

compliance and

For regulatory compliance,

for obtaining checklists/ protocols:

Using free checklists provided by EPA,

NYSDEC

and

OSHA;

or

Purchasing commercial paper checklists or auditing software programs.

There

are

available

benefits

and

disadvantages to both

from the EPA, NYSDEC

comprehensive and outline

necessary

during an audit.

and

OSHA

the topics that the

The EPA

Microsoft Word document format,

options.

via print or

regulatory

protocols are

and

checklists

the Internet are

agencies consider

typically

therefore, the

139

The free

available

entities

in

using them

can

easily

revise them to tailor the

facility. The disadvantage to
current

(with the

and

direct the

auditor

currently

to using the checklist.

protocols,

some process must

regular updates

be

put

available are several years old

place

if RIT

chooses

to

these

use

for periodically reviewing

typically

offer a subscription that

of

using

and

previous audits

questions,

findings)

(i.e., applicability

is readily

available

of

using commercially -available

Whichever

is

chosen

option

audit

who

may

not

have

very detailed
extensive

and management systems experience,

all aspects of each

the

topic

are

auditors

format can be

carefully

products

feel

more comfortable

revised

cost

all

This

.

stages of

will aid

the

the

and/ or regulatory

topics are covered and

As the auditing

program

performing the audits, the

to include less detail.
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is the

in the initial

experience

in ensuring that

evaluated.

electronic

during a subsequent audit.

checklists are used.

auditing

in

profiles, answered

by RIT, it is recommended,

program, that

paper or

includes

database is that the

an electronic

The disadvantage

checklist

typically kept

are not

to the checklists. These products come in

information from

matures and

they

Agency Environmental Audit

Therefore,

in

available checklists

database format. The benefit

auditors,

a specific organization or

protocols.

The commercially

internal

to

to review the regulations and update the checklist as

prior

compliance

is that

the NYSDEC State

checklists

necessary

updating the

and questions

these protocols

exception of

Guidance Manual148). The

topics

For EMS auditing, RIT

Some

checklists.

in

checklists

of

the

"EMS

can also choose

Self-

Assessment

regulatory

roles and

management

responsibilities,

or

protocols.

provided

availability

of

may include EMS

RIT may

also

audit

take advantage

by the Campus Consortium

checklist covers all

commitment,

available

publicly

above

Checklist"

for Environmental Excellence. This

including top

discussed

subscription services

addition to their

commercially

ISO 14001 components,

key EMS processes and

resources,

fraining and

procedures,

awareness,

and

documentation.

6.3

Conclusions

In

an effort

university

to

identify

universities

compared

to

found that the
those

industrial

them to those

elements

be equally

elements

recommended

entities.

industrial

applied

however, it is

effectiveness of the

audit program

still

too

industrially

in

used

a

in

elements are

early in

literature

for

helping colleges

and ensure

the process

and

sources

effectively

issues

focused design
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design

in the university setting closely

by industrially focused

and universities manage their environmental

compliance,

commonly

use

to institutes of higher education. It

being implemented

At this point, these

for

being implemented at colleges and

evaluate whether or not

recommendations can

mirror

design

setting, this thesis evaluated design elements

industry and

was

effective audit program

that

they

to evaluate the

implementation

are

in

long-term

elements

being applied in the university setting. Many of the college and university
less than two

programs are

reviewed

As

years old and

have

not yet

been thoroughly

by the management organization of the schools implementing them.

these programs

mature, colleges

and universities

may

organize and manage their audit programs than what

is

uncover

better

ways

to

typically recommended

for industry.

The

recommendations made

in this

thesis

for RIT

are

based

recommendations are

found that are

limited due to the limited

number of

as

it

undertakes

implementing its internal auditing program,

should

the task

find

with what practices other colleges and universities are

their internal

auditing

information becomes

may

the

use

program,

programs effective.

available

for

recommendations made

these

colleges/ universities

implementing internal auditing programs in conjunction with

formal ISO 14001 -based EMS's. RIT,

use

the best audit

design information that is currently available, however, the

program

to

on

later build

upon

new

colleges and

designing and

mechanisms

to

keep up

implementing to make

design

and

implementation

universities, RIT

may decide

not

in this thesis. In the meantime, however, RIT

recommendations as a

and can

As

of

starting

them to

goals.
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point

reach

for its internal auditing

its

environmental performance
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Question

Answer/Comments

Contact Information
Name:
Phone #:
Title:

University:
Address:

Campus Information
Number

of

Buildings:

Number

of

colleges/ departments:

Number

of

students, staff, and

Number

of

labs:

Number

of

dormitories:

Is there

formal EMS in

a

faculty:

place?

Program Organization
How

old

is the

environmental audit

How many

program?

audits

have been

completed?

How is the
within

the

audit program organized

organizational structure of

the

college/ university?
Who

oversees

Who is the

the

audit program?

audit program

manager?

What

are

the drivers for the

audit

program?
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Legal Issues
How is confidentiality

of audit

findings

handled?

Are any legal

privileges used?

Program Scope
What is

and

audited?

Coverage

EHS

compliance?

EMS? Both?

How

was

the

manageable units

on

broken down into

campus

for

auditing?

college/ department?

Based

Regulatory

basis?

issues? Some

other

How is

frequency (priorities)

audit

determined

and what

is the

audit

frequency?

How is

schedule communicated?

"surprise"

audits

Are

audits, or are auditees

given warning?

Auditor Selection &

Who

are

the

Training

auditors?

Are

students ever

used?

how
When faculty/staff are used as auditors,
unwillingness
does the university deal with
and time constraints

job

responsibilities?

part of their

job

normal

due to
Is auditing

a

documented

responsibilities?
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What are the

How

auditor selection criteria?

are number of auditors and mix of

experience and

for

audit

When

knowledge determined

teams?

are

1st,

2nd and 3rd

party

audits

used?

What is the

auditor

(classroom,

on-the-job)?

leads/

provides

fraining

Who

the fraining?

What is taught in the
procedures?

process

fraining- audit

Operational/ technical

information?
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Management Issues
Is there

a process

review of

is

the

for

management

If so,

audit program?

what

the process?

To

whom are audit

If using

1st

reported?

party audits, how

are units

to report negative findings?

encouraged

How

findings

are audit reports maintained?

how long? To

whom are

For

they

distributed?

Is trend

analysis

done

or are similar

findings/ issues tracked over

What is
How

process

for

corrective action?

are corrective actions

completion

time?

(software

tracked to

programs)?
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Audit Tools
How

are audit programs

Are there

documented?

written audit

manuals/ procedures/ protocols?

What

protocols and other

tools

are used

for:
Program design

and

development

(EPA Implementation Guide,

etc.)?

Audit checklists/ protocols?
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APPENDIX B
EXAMPLE METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING FACILITY AUDIT FREQUENCY
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Site

Category I

Category II

Category

III

Characteristics
Size

and

Type

Major

Minor

manufacturing

manufacturing

Warehouses,
administrative

buildings
Air Emissions

Major
air

Moderate

source of

toxics or

No

emissions;

significant

some

air permits

sources

require air
permits

emissions;
multiple permits

Community

Major

Periodic formal

No

Relations

documented

complaints

complaints

Has

problems with

or

isolated

the

Hazardous

community
Has 3 or more

Has 1

Materials Release

SARA 313

313

reportable

chemicals

chemicals

Large quantity

Small quantity

Conditionally

generator

generator

exempt small

Operates

Discharges

or

2 SARA

reportable

no

SARA 313

reportable

chemicals

Hazardous Waste

quantity
Wastewater

on-site

treatment

or

freatment

Spill Potential

pre-

process

sanitary

wastewater

plant

generator

Discharges only
to

wastewater or no

POTW

discharges

On-site bulk

On-site bulk

On-site bulk

petroleum or

petroleum or

petroleum or

hazardous

hazardous

hazardous

substance storage

substance storage

substance storage

of >

50,000

gallons

of

1,000 to 50,000

1,000

gallons

Processes

are not

of <

gallons

Complexity

Processes

Processes

are

are

complex

extremely

somewhat

complex

complex

Compliance

Facility has

Facility has

History

serious past

violations of

violations or

serious nature or

violations

repeat violations

isolated incidents

past.

of permits or other

(non-repeat

regulatory

violations).

requirements.
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past

less

Facility has had
no

regulatory
in the

Site

Category I

Category II

Category III

Characteristics

Regulatory
Agency

Type

Stringency/ Priorit

activities are

les

of

Type

facility

of

facility

Type

of

facility
/or

operations and /or

operations and

activities are of

activities are not

on agency's

medium

priority list.

for the

currently a
priority for

operations

and/

or

high

priority

agency.

agency.
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